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Abstract 

Pedestrians and cyclists safety is one of the biggest safety issues all over the world. Both 

pedestrians and cyclists suffered most from the traffic accidents compared with the vehicle 

drivers and passengers. There are many factors such as traffic factors, human factors, physical 

elements factors and etc which can lead to traffic accidents for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Compared with vehicle users, the pedestrians and cyclists have fewer or no protection 

equipments on them. Therefore, they are more likely to be serious injury or even death in a 

road traffic accident. Both pedestrians and cyclist face more danger at intersection areas. Each 

year, many vehicle to pedestrian and vehicle to cyclist accidents happen at intersection areas 

because of the traffic condition are more complex at intersection than others.   

 

In this paper, a case study concerns the evaluation both pedestrians and cyclists safety in two 

hazard intersections (Fenixrondellen and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden) in Norrkoping city. 

In order to evaluate the safety level and inappropriate road design for pedestrians and cyclists, 

the Traffic Conflict Technique and Road Safety Audit have been used. Traffic Conflict 

Technique is the most suitable and useful method applied in traffic safety audit of a road 

network to explain different types and reasons of conflicts and accidents. Road Safety Audit is 

systematic process for checking the safety of new schemes on roads. It considers the safety of 

all road users and in particular in vulnerable road users such as pedestrians, cyclists, children, 

elderly and etc. Finally, some inappropriate road designs and possible improvement for the 

future have been stated which may reduce the safety risks for pedestrians and cyclists in two 

hazard intersections (Fenixrondellen and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden) in Norrkoping. 

  

Keywords: 

Intersection Traffic Accidents, Intersection, Pedestrians, Cyclists, RSA, Fenixrondellen, 

Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection, Norrkoping 
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1 Introduction  
Both walking and cycling are pats of sustainable transport. There are many benefits on 

sustainable transport such as reduce transport-related noise, reduce transportation-related air 

pollutants and health, minimum congestion, saving energy and etc. It is estimated that in 

Europe, 20-40% of all journeys are travelled by cycle or on foot, with the highest percentage 

in the Netherlands and the lowest in Finland. Trips on foot take place most frequently in Great 

Britain, whereas bicycle trips are most frequent in the Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden [1].  

 

Walking as a means of transport is common used for short distance travelling. There are two 

purposes for walking as a way of travelling. First, the pedestrians planned to go to specific 

place such as supermarket and not too much to take. Second is leisure trip, for instance 

walking for exercise. In UK, 30% of all trips are made by walking. For short trips under 5 km, 

the share of walking is higher, with a maximum of 45% in Great Britain [1]. 

 

In most countries, a high proportion of people own a bicycle (in Norway, for instance, 70% of 

adults own a bicycle, in Switzerland, 69% of households own a bicycle). The number of 

bicycles per 1000 inhabitants ranges from 52 in the Czech Republic to 1000 in the 

Netherlands [1]. The cyclist purposes are mainly for going to shopping and leisure such as 

bicycle-tour and exercise. In addition, cycling is also a common way from home to work 

place. In Netherland, 28% of all trips are made by cycling. For the short distance trip less than 

5km, 12% (Finland) to 39% (Netherland) of people will choose cycling as a way of transport 

and the average trip length for cycling is around 3 km in most European countries [1]. 

1.1 Background 

Road safety is an important topic when the increasing number of population and the goods 

mobility requirements. It is reported that at least 1.2 million people die and 50 million are 

injured in road traffic accidents each year. The road traffic accidents also impose a huge 

economic burden on developing countries, the economic loss caused by road traffic accidents 

in developing countries is estimated to cost 1%-4% of a country‟s GNP (Gross National 

Product) annually [2].  

    

When travelling on the road, the main transport methods include walking, cycling, driving a 

car, being a passenger in a car and take a bus. The group of road users who are under the 

biggest dangerous on road are called VRUs (Vulnerable Road Users) which includes 

pedestrians and cyclist road. Compare with vehicle drivers and passengers, the pedestrians 

and cyclists have fewer or no protection equipments on them. Therefore, they are more likely 

to be serious injury or even death in a road traffic accident. The following Figure compared 

the injury rate for different kinds of transport method. It can be seen that both pedestrians and 

cyclists are 6-8 times higher than driving a car and being a passenger in the bus.  
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Figure 1: Relative injury rate for different methods of transport [29] 

National crash statistics for 2004 showed that there were 4641 pedestrians and 725 cyclists 

were killed in crashes, accounting for approximately 13 percent of all traffic fatalities in the 

United States [25]. In EU in 2008, more than 7000 pedestrians and about 2400 cyclists are 

killed in road traffic accidents. The following table shows the number of pedestrians and 

cyclists killed in EU countries in 2008.  

Country 
Total death in 

traffic accident 

Pedestrian 

killed 

% of pedestrian 

killed 

Cyclist 

killed 

% of cyclist 

killed 

Austria 679 102 15,0% 62 9,1% 

Belgium 944 99 10,5% 86 9,1% 

Czech repulic 1076 238 22,1% 93 8,6% 

Denmark 406 58 14,3% 54 13,3% 

Estonia 132 41 31,1% 9 6,8% 

Finland 344 53 15,4% 18 5,2% 

France 4275 548 12,8% 148 3,5% 

Germany 4477 653 14,6% 456 10,2% 

Greece 1555 248 15,9% 22 1,4% 

Hungary 996 251 25,2% 109 10,9% 

Ireland 280 49 17,5% 13 4,6% 

Italy 4731 648 13,7% 288 6,1% 

Latvia 316 105 33,2% 15 4,7% 

Netherlands 677 56 8,3% 145 21,4% 

Poland 5437 1882 34,6% 433 8,0% 

Portugal 885 155 17,5% 42 4,7% 

Romania 3061 1065 34,8% 179 5,8% 

Slovenia 214 39 18,2% 17 7,9% 

Spain 3100 502 16,2% 59 1,9% 

Sweden 397 45 11,3% 30 7,6% 

UK 2645 591 22,3% 117 4,4% 

Total 36627 7428 20,3% 2395 6,5% 

Table 1: Number of pedestrians and cyclists killed in road traffic accidents in EU in 2008 [10] 
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Intersection areas have higher risks for both pedestrians and cyclists. Many pedestrians died at 

intersection areas, both in signalized intersection and unsignalized intersection. The Lund 

research found that the highest risky points for pedestrians are unsignalized intersections. In 

addition, the intersection areas are also a danger point for cyclists. 70% of the cyclists who are 

killed die in collisions with a car or some other motor vehicle at intersection areas [42].  In 

EU 2008, the proportion of pedestrians and cyclists killed in road traffic accidents are 20.3% 

and 6.5% respectively. Furthermore, there are many V2P (Vehicle to Pedestrian) and V2C 

(Vehicle to Cyclist) accidents at intersection each year.  

 

RSA (Road Safety Audit) is a relatively new tool that is used to assess the safety 

measurements of a road, intersection, roundabout, or any other traffic facility before 

constructing this facility or in the case of renewing or rebuilding it. The most effective way of 

doing an RSA is to implement it in the early phase of road planning, so that all possible safety 

issues are considered in advance. That will decrease the possibilities to occur traffic accidents 

so that safety level will be increased. 

1.2 Pedestrians and Cyclists safety characteristics in modern traffic system 

There are several key characteristics for pedestrians and cyclists safety in the modern traffic 

systems which include vulnerability, flexibility, instability, invisibility and differing abilities. 

But in real traffic situation, a traffic accident is not only caused by a single character but also 

combined these key characters [4]. 

 

Vulnerability: The pedestrians and cyclists are more likely to be injury severely even at 

relative low speed because of their only protection is their clothes. Speed is a very important 

key factor of the collision consequence. The pedestrians or cyclists are more likely to be 

injury severely if the vehicle speed is over than 45km/h. However, 90% of pedestrian or 

cyclists can avoid sever injury if the vehicle speed is less than 30km/h. Therefore, speed 

management is a key factor to reduce the number and consequences of VRUs traffic 

accidents. 

 

Flexibility: The flexibility is an advantage of pedestrians and cyclists. But in the really traffic 

situation, the drivers are hard to make sure when and where to expect a pedestrian or a cyclist. 

Therefore, the safety risks may be presented.  

 

Instability: Pedestrians and especially cyclists may fall down in the traffic environment. 

Therefore, a small mistake may lead to severe injury or even death for pedestrians and cyclists 

especially at intersections and rush hours. The instability is a big risk for pedestrians and 

cyclists when they are mixed with vehicles and complex traffic environments.  
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Invisibility: Compare with vehicles, the pedestrians and cyclists are hard to be seen by 

drivers. They may be hidden by other vehicles and other road users. In addition, the visibility 

of pedestrians and cyclist is worse at nighttime.  

 

Differing abilities: The children pedestrians and cyclists may be lack of travel experiences 

and the elder people are lack of mobility. That is a potential risk for pedestrians and cyclists 

especially at emergency or complex traffic situation.   

 

Careless: The pedestrians and cyclists may not pay attention like drivers on their travelling. 

For instance, a pedestrian may focus on window shopping or talking to their friends when 

they are travelling. In addition, the cyclists may focus on road side landscape when they are 

riding. So these careless pedestrians and cyclist may involve traffic accidents especially at 

busy intersection. 

1.3 Aim of study 

The aims of this paper are to 

 Understand the conception of intersection and categorized them by number of legs and 

types of traffic control, compare the safety level on different types of intersections 

such as 3-legs intersection and 4-legs intersection, Yield intersection and Stop 

intersection. 

 Analysis different types of ITAs (Intersection Traffic Accidents) involved pedestrians 

and cyclists and compare the safety risks by different direction of vehicle maneuver. 

 Understand the conception, goal and process of RSA. 

 State the safety problems at the chosen site in afternoon peak hour in order to reduce 

potential safety risks for both pedestrians and cyclists.    

 Reduce the possibility of collisions or accidents occurring in the hazards location and 

describe its expected benefits after auditing. 

1.4 Thesis outline and structure 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

It introduces the background of intersection accidents, pedestrian and cyclist‟s accidents in the 

world. The aims of study and thesis outline are presented as well. 

 

Chapter 2 Methodologies  

In this chapter, the knowledge of RSA and traffic conflict is introduced. 

 

Chapter 3 Introduction of intersection 

First, it gives the definition of intersection and number of intersections in Sweden. Second, 

the different types of intersection which can be categories by number of legs and different 
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type of traffic control. Furthermore, the intersection type selection safety can be determined 

by traffic flow, speed and road type. Third, how to design a safety intersection is also 

introduced in this part. 

 

Chapter 4 Intersection safety 

First, it introduces the percentage and numbers of intersection accidents in the world. Second, 

different typed of intersection accidents which include V2V, V2C and V2P have been 

mentioned. Third, several factors may influence ITAs which contain human factors, traffic 

factors, physical factors and other factors are introduced. 

 

Chapter 5 General factors of V2P and V2C accidents 

Some influencing factors for pedestrian and cyclist safety are introduced. The factors include 

Human factors, Traffic factors, Physical elements factors and other factors. 

 

Chapter 6 Case study 

Two intersections in Norrkoping will be selected in order to find the safety risks for 

pedestrians and cyclist by using RSA.  

 

Chapter 7 Safety problems and recommendations 

The potential safety risks for cyclists and pedestrians in these two hazard intersection will be 

listed respectively and some recommendations are given in order to reduce these potential 

safety risks for cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

Chapter 8 Conclusions and further study 

The final conclusion and further study are introduced in this chapter. 

 

The following figure shows the structure of this thesis. There are two parts in the thesis. The 

First part is theory part which starts at chapter 1 to chapter 5. It introduces the knowledge of 

intersection, methodologies, intersection related accidents and influence factors. The second 

part starts at chapter 6 to chapter 7. There is a case study about two hazard intersections in 

Norrkoping city. It mentioned some potential safety risks for both pedestrians and cyclists and 

then gives some recommendations to reduce these risks. The third part is at chapter 8 which 

includes conclusion and further study. 
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Figure 2: Thesis structure 
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2 Methodology  
In this paper, the method of RSA and Traffic Conflict technology were used to examine two 

hazard intersections: Fenixrondellen and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden in Norrkoping city. 

2.1 Road Safety Audit  

2.1.1 RSA conception 

RSA is one of the most common techniques today to deal with safety issues on the roads. 

RSA is executed in the road planning and design process in order to prevent traffic accidents 

occur from beginning. RSA is a systematic process of a formal and independent safety 

performance for addressing the safety schemes on the road transportation project by an 

experienced team of safety specialists to minimize future accident numbers and severity to all 

the road users. 

2.1.2 Objective and purpose of RSA 

The general principles of RSA are to [5]: 

 Provide clear, concise and phased release of road user information 

 Provide a consistent standard of road design and traffic control 

 Provide adequate warming of hazards 

 

The reason why road safety audit should be used is that currently there is few road related 

safety issues are identified in crash reports, and road agencies need to anticipate and 

accommodate common driver errors such as running off the roadway. Moreover, it is much 

easier to design and construct safer roads with the usage of RSA rather than to modify the 

entrenched drivers‟ behaviors. 

 

The road safety audit should be carried out in three main time periods. The first time period is 

called pre-construction phase which includes feasibility study, draft design and detailed 

design. The second one is during construction phase which involves work zones and pre-

opening stages. The last time period is the post-construction or operational/monitoring phase 

on existing roads. RSA should improve the awareness of safe design practices by all 

concerned in the design, construction and maintenance of roads [3]. 

 

The objectives of RSA are to 

 Ensure all the road schemes operate as safely as practicable 

 Minimize the risk of accidents occurring on the scheme or adjacent road, as well as 

minimize the severity 

 Recognize the importance of safety in road design to meet the needs and perception of 

all road users, meanwhile achieve a balance between needs in which conflicts may 

exist 
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 Reduce the long terms costs of the scheme and realize that unsafe designs may be 

expensive or even impossible to correct in the later stage. 

2.1.3 Process of RSA 

The main process of road safety audit is sketched in the below graph. 

 

Figure 3: Process of road safety audit 

The process of RSA starts from the initiating the audit by the clients in terms of contracts 

where the detailed audit procedures are specified and scheduled according to the national 

standard or guidelines. The second step of RSA is collect data and files, the documents 

include design standard, traffic data, accident data and etc. According to the data and 

document, the safety potential problems will be discussed by the group and then go to site 

investigation. It is not only investigated at daytime, but also need at nighttime. Before the 

detail analysis, the RSA checklist will be designed by the group in order to avoid some of 

safety problems are missing. Next, an analysis report will be finished by the group and the 

submitted to the road designers, road owners and then waiting for the reply from them. 

Finally, base on the analysis report, some improvements will be implemented. In order to 

evaluate the RSA, RSA detection is necessary which may be from 3 months to 1 year 

according to the RSA requirement and cost. 

2.1.4 Specific problems in audit reports 

The results listed most 7 safety issues below were obtained from the reports [3] which showed 

the most common problem areas identified by road safety auditors. About 97% of all the 

comments could lead to road safety problems. It can be seen that about a quarter of problems 

dealt with the inadequate road signs and road markings.  

 

Number Description of problems % of total 

1 Inadequate road signs 13,6 

2 Inadequate road markings or road studs 10,3 

3 Visibility to signs or traffic signal restricted 5,3 

4 Inadequate tactile paving 4,7 

5 Problems with traffic lanes-number or width 4,2 

6 Inadequate lighting or reflectivity of signs 4,1 

7 Unsafe crossing point for VRUs 3,5 

Table 2: The most common 7 issues identified for RSA [3] 
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2.2 Traffic conflict technology    

2.2.1 Conception of Traffic Conflict 

A traffic conflict is an observable situation in which two or more road users approach each 

other in space and time to such an extent that there is a risk of collision if their movements 

remain unchanged [28]. Traffic conflict technique is the most suitable and useful method 

applied in traffic safety audit of a road network to explain different types and reasons of 

conflicts and accidents. The Swedish traffic conflict technique is a very basic method to give 

an overview of the safety level at a specific location. It combined with other evaluation it 

informs about the traffic safety, primarily in urban areas.  

 

An existing hazard is common to both a traffic conflict and a motor vehicle collision event. 

When two or more vehicles are running to the same direction, one or several road users may 

take evasive actions such as braking, accelerating or swerving in order to avoid the potential 

collision. If these evasive actions can be done in time, then a traffic conflict happens. 

However, if these evasive actions can‟t be done in time, then a traffic accident happens. The 

following figure explains this conception by involving vehicle A and vehicle B. 

 

Figure 4: Example of traffic conflict [6] 

In general, conflicts are more likely to happen than accidents and therefore can potentially 

provide reliable information in situations where accident numbers are not enough. The 

following figure shows the frequency of different kinds of conflicts.  
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Figure 5: Frequency of traffic conflicts [27] 

The method to evaluate the severity of conflict can be base on TA (Time to accident) value. 

The TA is the two road users at the time of the evasive reaction and it can be calculated 

according to the observer‟s estimates of distances D and speed V, where 

D = Distance of the “relevant” road user (= evading road user) to the potential point of 

collision at the moment when evasive action is taken 

V = Speed of the relevant road user at the moment when evasive action is taken 

TA=D/V 

 

After that, all conflicts can be in a graph where on the x-axis the TA and on the y-axis the 

speed in km/h can be seen from the following Figure. The severities of conflicts are separated 

into two types which are serious conflicts and non-serious conflict. The Lund University 

used TA value 1.5s to determine the severity of conflicts. If the TA value is lower than 1.5s, it 

means serious conflict [28].  However, the vehicle speed is also an important factor to 

determine the severity of conflict. It can be a non-serious conflict at TA value is lower 1.5s 

when at relative low speed.   

 

Figure 6: Severity in the Swedish Traffic Conflicts Technique [28] 
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2.2.2 Types of Traffic Conflict 

The TC type can general be divided into six categories which are [6]: 

 Left-Turning crossing conflict: this conflict often happen at unsignalized intersection 

between a left-turning vehicle and a through vehicle travelling on the cross street. 

 Crossing conflict: this conflict often happen at both unsignalized intersection and 

signalized intersection between a through vehicle and another through vehicle 

travelling on the cross street. 

 Rear-End conflict: this conflict often happens at signalized intersections between two 

vehicles travelling at same direction and same lane. It caused by the front vehicle 

suddenly brake or slow down and hit by following vehicle. 

 Right-Turn conflict: this conflict often happens at both unsignalized intersection and 

signalized intersection between a right-turning vehicle and a through vehicle. The 

reason of this conflict may contain right-turn volume is high.  

 Weaving conflict: this conflict often happens at both unsignalized intersection and 

signalized intersection between two vehicles running at different lanes. The reason of 

this conflict is when the following vehicle changes lane to the front vehicle‟s lane. 

 Pedestrian conflict: this conflict happens between vehicle and pedestrians who are 

going to cross the road. It often happens at unsignalized intersection when pedestrian 

volume is high and signalized intersection when pedestrians and turning vehicle 

volume are high. 
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3 Introduction of intersections 

3.1Intersection definition  

The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) defines 

intersections as “the general area where two or more highways join or cross, including the 

roadway and roadside facilities for traffic movements within the area,” with the main 

objective of their design to “facilitate the convenience, ease, and comfort of people traversing 

the intersection while enhancing the efficient movement of motor vehicles, buses, trucks, 

bicycles, and pedestrians” [46]. 

3.2 Different type of intersections 

 The intersections can be categorized in 2 main ways. The first one is classified by approach 

legs. The second one is classified by different types of traffic control. 

3.2.1 Different legs of intersection 

The most common types of categories are by approach legs. Since intersections occur at the 

junction of two highways, most of them incorporate four approach legs. In cases where one of 

the road ends dead-ends into the other, a three-leg, intersection is formed. In the real world, 3-

legs and 4-legs intersections are the most common type of intersections. The most common 

type of 3-legs intersections are T-intersection and Y-intersection and the most common type 

of 4-legs intersections are cross-road and X intersection. But the number of multi-leg 

intersections (five and even six-leg intersections) are much fewer than 3-legs or 4-legs 

intersections. 

 

 

Figure 7: 3-legs and 4-legs intersection [23] 

Many researches indicated that 3-legs intersections are safer than 4-legs intersections. David 

and Norman (1976) found that 4-legs intersections experienced twice as many accidents as 3-

legs intersections. Another report from European Project TRACE found that 4-legs 
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intersections experience from 2 to 5 times as many accidents as 3-legs intersections when the 

traffic flow is higher than 20000 vehicles/day [18]. In addition, intersection conflict points 

mean the number of potential risk points for vehicle to vehicle accidents at different legs of 

intersection. The number of conflicts point increased as the number of legs increase. There are 

9 conflicts points in 3 legs intersection, 32 conflict points in 4 legs intersections. Therefore, it 

can be seen that more legs of intersection, the safety potential risks will be higher. 

  

Figure 8: 3-legs and 4-legs intersection conflict points [32] 

The study from Australia compared the traffic accident rate in rural, suburban, urban 4-legs 

intersections and 3-legs intersections. The result can show that the accident rates in 4-legs 

intersections are higher than 3-legs intersections [31]. Another study from Nairn found that 

the traffic accident rate can decrease 47% if 4-legs intersections replaced by 3-legs 

intersections. 

 

Intersection 

type 

Traffic 

Control 

Crash rate (MEV) Fatality Rate (10
7
EV) 

Hanna et al. CalTrans CalTrans CalTrans Barton Barton 

(Rural City) (Suburban) (Urban) (Rural City) (Rural) (Urban) 

4-legs 

intersection 

Signalized 1,47 0,77 0,54 0,98 2,50 1,70 

Stop or Yield 1,27 0,42 0,32 0,40 5,20 2,40 

3-legs 

intersection 

Signalized 0,82 0,47 0,37 0,49 2,10 1,40 

Stop or Yield 0,79 0,26 0,17 0,26 3,30 1,50 

Table 3: Crash rates of 3-legs intersection and 4-legs intersections [31] 

 3.2.2 Different traffic control intersections 

The intersections can be also categorized by traffic control. There are three types of 

intersections which included which are signalized intersections, priority intersections and 

unsignalized intersections. Signalized intersections are controlled by traffic signals and they 

are the most common junction type in urban areas. The signal can be set to change by fix time 

or active by traffic demand. Signalized intersections are safer and more suitable than 

unsignalized intersections when high vehicle volume on both the major and the minor road 

and many VRUs on the road. Traffic signal at intersections can improve all road users‟ safety; 

reduce traffic delay and even prioritizing public transport. However, the disadvantages of 

signalized intersection include the rear-end accidents may increase at intersection. Another 
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potential risk at intersection is nighttime traffic accidents may increase due to traffic signal 

flashing. In addition, it is not necessary to install traffic signal at all intersections. For 

instance, if the traffic volume at one intersection is not high, therefore, unnecessary traffic 

delay will occur if traffic signals are installed.  

   

Priority intersections which include Yield or Give Way sign intersections and Stop sign 

intersections. A Yield (Give Way) sign indicates that a vehicle driver must prepare to stop if 

necessary to let a driver on another approach proceed (but has no need to stop if their way is 

clear). A driver who stops has yielded their right of way to another. In contrast, a Stop sign 

always requires a complete stop. Unsignalized intersections are suitable for the traffic volume 

is not high at minor road and vehicle turning proportion is low. The purpose of putting Yield 

(Give Way) sign is to simplify road user decision-making, improve the flow of traffic and 

increase safety. Putting Stop sign is safer than putting Yield (Give Way) sign due to the road 

users must stop completely before enter the intersection. Therefore, it may give more time to 

observe the traffic situation.   

  

Figure 9: Stop sign intersection and Give Way sign intersection [52] 

 

Many studies have found that YIELD intersections didn‟t have significant effect on traffic 

accidents reduction [29]. It is for both injury accidents and PDO (Property Damage Only) 

accidents. The reason of this result is that the vehicle speed may increase at major road and 

only speed reduction at minor road. However, the percentage of traffic accidents will be 

reduced if STOP signs are used. Putting STOP signs can reduce the number of accidents by 

about 20% in 3-legs intersections and by 35% in 4-legs intersections.  The percentage of PDO 

accidents can reduce 60% in 3-legs intersections and 16% in 4-legs intersections. 

 

Accident severity Best estimate 95% confidence interval 

One-way STOP in 3-legs intersection 

Injury accidents -19 (-38;+7) 

PDO accidents -60 (-95;+224) 

Two way STOP in 4-legs intersection 

Injury accidents -35 (-44,-25) 

PDO accidents -16 (-34;+8) 

Table 4: Safety effect on STOP sign at intersections [29] 
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Roundabout is a special type of priority intersection which has higher capacity than three- or 

four-legs unsignalized intersection. When driver is approaching a roundabout, the driver has 

to decelerate and give way to vehicles which already in the roundabout and also prepare to 

stop.  There are several reasons which can explain why roundabouts are safer than 

intersections: 

 Low speed because of lateral displacement 

 Less conflict points 

 Easy to make decision because of one circle way 

 Increase awareness because of roundabout is a type of yield intersection 

 

Figure 10: YIELD sign roundabout [50] 

 

Many current international research shows that modern roundabouts improve vehicular and 

pedestrian safety compared to traditional intersections.  The following table shows the safety 

effect on converting intersections to roundabout. It can be seen that roundabouts can reduce 

many traffic accidents at all kinds of 3-legs and 4-legs intersections. 

 

Percentage change in number accidents 

Accident severity Accident affected Best estimate 95 % confidence interval 

3-legs intersections-yield before 

Injury accidents All accidents at intersection – 31 (-45;-14) 

PDO accidents All accidents at intersection 73 (+39;+117) 

3-legs intersections-traffic signal before 

Injury accidents All accidents at intersection – 11 (-40;+32) 

PDO accidents All accidents at intersection 32 (+5;+66) 

4-legs intersections-yield before 

Injury accidents All accidents at intersection – 41 (-47;-34) 

PDO accidents All accidents at intersection 46 (+36;+57) 

4-legs intersections-traffic signal before 

Injury accidents All accidents at intersection – 17 (-22;-11) 

PDO accidents All accidents at intersection 42 (+34;+50) 

Table 5: Effects on accidents of converting intersections to roundabouts [29] 
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However, cyclists are considered to be the most vulnerable users of roundabouts. When 

cyclists are travelling through a roundabout, they need to face the same traffic conflictsas 

vehicle drivers and pedestrians. Cyclist should be ride in the correct lane as vehicles. When 

cyclists travelled in roundabout as pedestrians, they have to face additional traffic conflicts. 

The (Daniels and Wets, 2005) report found that roundabout have a higher accidents frequency 

than might be expected from the presence of bicycles in overall traffic. In Great-Britain the 

involvement of bicyclists in crashes on roundabouts was found to be 10 to 15 times higher 

than the involvement of car occupants, taking into account the exposure rates (Brown, 1995). 

In Belgium bicyclists appear to be involved in almost one third of reported injury crashes at 

roundabouts. In addition, the cyclists don‟t follow the traffic rule very well. They may 

suddenly appear on the side walk or zerba crossing, the vehicles may not make an emergency 

reaction very fast.  

  

There are many statistics which can be proven that roundabout have a negative safety effect 

for cyclists compared with 4-legs intersection [35]. The statistics from British showed the 

cyclist crash rates (crashes per million trips) for cyclists is the lowest in the 4-legs signalized 

intersection compared with mini-roundabout and traditional roundabout. 

 

Intersection type Cyclist Crashes Intersection Type per Million Trips 

Mini-roundabout 3,11 

Traditional roundabout 2,91 

4-legs signalized intersection 1,75 

Table 6: Cyclist crash frequency at roundabout and tradition signalized intersection [35] 

 

Another statistics from France [35] compared that the crash rate for all road user. The result 

shows that only cycylist, moped and heavy goods vehicle crash rate in roundabouts are higher 

than in 4-legs intersection.  

 

Users 4-legs intersection Roundabouts 

Pedestrians 6.3% 5.6% 

Bicycles 3.7% 7.3% 

Mopeds  11.7% 16.9% 

Motor cycles 7.4% 4.8% 

Cars  65.7% 61.2% 

Utility vehicles 2.0% 0.6% 

Heavy goods vehicles  2.0% 3.0% 

Bus/coach  0.8% 0.6% 

Table 7: Crash percentage per type of user in France [35] 
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In conclusion, it can be seen that roundabout have safety benefits for pedestians and most of 

other road users but have negative safety effect for cyclists and other two-wheel vehicle. 

  

Unsignalized intersection is an intersection doesn‟t control by traffic signal.The positive side 

of unsignalized intersection is that vehicles can move freely which will improve traffic safety, 

increase driving speed and reduce traffic delay. However, due to the speed is higher at 

unsignalized intersections, the number of single vehicle accidents may increase and the 

consequences of these accidents are more severity.  According to the report from 

FHWA(Federal Highway Administration), 53% of fatal crashes occurred at unsignalized 

intersections in USA. 

 

The following table summarized the different types of intersections as below. 

 

Categorized by  Intersection type 

Number of legs 

3-legs intersection 
T-intersection  

Y-intersection  

4-legs intersection 
X-intersection  

Cross-roads  

More legs intersection 5 or 6-legs intersection 

Traffic control 

Signalized Traffic light intersection 

Unsignalized No Control device intersection  

Priority 

Stop sign intersection 

Yield sign intersection  

Roundabout 

Table 8: Summarized different types of intersections 

3.3 Effect of intersection types on road safety 

In order to improve traffic safety and driving satisfactory, the different intersections type will 

be selected by many factors. It includes traffic volume, road type and function, traffic safety, 

design and operating speed, environment, priority setting, available room, terrain, cost and etc 

[30].  Proper types of intersections designed can improve traffic safety, reduce traffic delay 

and even save cost on construction.  

 

The UK selected intersection types by major traffic flow and minor traffic flow. The 

relationship between intersection types and major and minor traffic flow will be showed as 

below.  
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Figure 11: Relationship between intersection type and traffic flow [15] 

 

In Denmark, the different types of intersections are selected by traffic speed; the following 

table shows the relationship between speed and intersection types.  

 

Intersection type Speed class 

  10km/h-20km/h 30km/h-40km/h 50km/h 60km/h-70km/h 

Signalized   OK OK OK 

Priorty X-type   RE RE RE 

Priorty T-type   OK OK OK 

Roundabout   OK OK OK 

Uncontrolled OK RE     

RE means it is not advisable and should not be used for new construction project 

Table 9: Relationship between different speed and intersection types [7] [8]  

 

It can be seen from that table that priority X-type of intersections are not a advisable to 

construct in all kinds of speed and uncontrolled intersections are not advisable at low speed 

situation. The priority T-type, signalized and roundabout are advisable to install from the 

speed at 30km/h to 70km/h.  

 

The following table shows the choice of intersection types depends on both road types 

involved in France. 
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Motorway 

A 
Motorway B Urban artery Distribution road Local road 

Motorway A 
Motorway 

interchange 

Road interchange 

Road interchange 

Partial road 

interchange 

  

Motorway interchange 
Yield or Stop sign on 

road side 

Motorway B   

Road interchange Road interchange Signalized intersection 

Yield or Stop sign on 

road side 
Signalized intersection Signalized intersection 

Yield or Stop sign 
Roundabout Roundabout 

Urban artery     

Road interchange Signalized intersection 

  Signalized intersection Roundabout 

Roundabout Yield or Stop sign 

Distribution 

road 
      

Signalized intersection Signalized intersection 

Roundabout 
Yield or Stop sign 

Yield or Stop sign 

Local road         

Yield to traffic from 

right 

Yield or Stop sign 

Table 10: Relationship between different road and different intersection types in France [7] [8] 

3.4 Intersections design principles 

An intersection is connected by two or more roads and at least one road is minor road. It is 

suggested to construct at a straight section and no sharp horizontal curve. The goal of 

intersection design is to achieve a balance between safety and mobility. Therefore, there are 

several principles which need to be followed at intersection design [48]. 

 Limit number of conflict points 

 Coordinate design and traffic control  

 Avoid complex maneuvers  

 Separate conflict points  

 Segregate movements  

 Accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists  

 Favor major flow 

 Consider the design vehicle  

 

The principles are explained as below: 

1. Limit number of conflicts: The number of conflict points increased by the number of 

legs. For instance, there are 9 conflict points in 3-legs intersections, 32 conflict points 

in 4-legs intersection and 172 conflict points in 6-legs intersections. Therefore, more 

than 4-legs intersections are not suggested to construct.  

2. Coordinate design and traffic control: Maneuvers at intersections accomplished at a 

low speed require a few number of traffic control devices. However, if maneuvers at 
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intersections accomplished at a high speed, more traffic control devices are used such 

as STOP or YIELD signs. Therefore, it is not enough to only construct intersection, 

but also need to construct traffic control devices which can reduce the conflict 

movement possibilities. 

3. Avoid complex maneuvers: Complex maneuvers will make driving complex and also 

create the additional conflict points. 

4. Separate conflict points: When the traffic volume increased, the intersection safety 

risks and traffic delay increased as well. It is necessary to avoid conflict and provide 

sufficient time to drivers to deal with traffic conflict at once. 

5. Segregate movements: Separate lanes are necessary to install in order to fulfill 

vehicles travel at different speed. Separate turning lanes are necessary to install in 

order to fulfill drivers turning left or right. 

6. Accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists: Some facilities are necessary for 

pedestrians and bicyclists users when they want to cross the road such as refuge 

islands.   

7. Favor major flow: In order to reduce traffic delay and improve safety at intersections, 

the heaviest volume and higher speed should be given preference. 

8. Consider the vehicle design: Many different types of vehicles use intersection such 

as private cars, buses, trams and trucks and their turning speed, turning angel is 

different from each other. Therefore, intersection design should consider all types of 

vehicle driving proper and safety at intersection. 
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4 Identify traffic accidents at intersections  
There are many papers which mentioned the numbers of traffic accidents at intersection are 

huge. The problems and types of intersection traffic accidents will be described by some 

Figures and tables. 

4.1 Identify traffic accidents at intersections 

The number of ITAs is quite high. In 2000, more than 2.8 million intersection-related crashes 

occurred, representing 44 percent of all reported crashes. About 8500 fatalities (23 percent of 

the total fatalities) and almost 1 million injury crashes occurred at or within an intersection 

[47]. Each year, lots of fatal/severe injured and killed by intersection traffic accidents. The 

statistics of traffic accidents at intersection are as follows: 

 

In USA 

In 2008, about 55% of all total crashes and 57% of total fatal/injury crashes happened at 

intersection areas. The following table shows the detail data about that.  

 

Crash Areas 
Total Crashes Fatal/Injury Crash 

Number Percentage Number Percentage 

Non Intersection 2638000 45,4% 722680 43,4% 

Stop/No control Intersection 984000 16,9% 321520 19,3% 

Signalized Intersection 1182000 20,3% 380511 22,9% 

Unclassified 1005000 17,3% 240306 14,4% 

Intersection Related 3171000 54,6% 1182643 56,6% 

Total 5809000 100 % 1665017 100 % 

Table 11: Intersection-related accidents statistics in 2008 in USA crashes [44] 

 

In Canada 

During 2002-2004, average 809 persons were killed and 7996 persons were seriously injured 

per year in intersection-related crashes [13]. It means that 29% of all fatalities and 43% of all 

serious injuries lead to vehicles accidents at intersection. The situation was better than from 

1996 to 2001. At that period, average 860 persons per year were killed in intersection crashes, 

and another 8431 persons per year were seriously injured [13]. 

 

In EU 

In EU27, the accidents in intersection represent 43% of road injury accidents, 45% of the total 

number of victims, 21% of the fatalities and 32% of fatalities and serious injuries [14]. 
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Distribution of road accidents in EU 27 in 2004 

Severity At intersection Out of intersection 

Injury accident 569893 43% 753143 57 % 

Fatalities 9873 21% 36948 79 % 

Victims 805530 44 % 1005038 56 % 

Serioulsy injured 99009 34% 193994 66 % 

Table 12: Comparison traffic accidents between in and out of intersection in EU in 2004 [14] 

 

In UK, about 50% injure accidents and 42.2% fatal/severe injuries happened at intersection. 

59357 injure accidents, 8044 fatal/severe injuries happened at 3-legs intersection and 17577 

injure accidents, 2330 fatal/severe injuries at 3-legs intersection [13].  

 

In Germany, about 41% injure accidents happened at intersection which is so close to the 

European median and about 31% fatal/severe injuries happened at intersection . In addition, 

most of intersection injures accidents and fatal/severe injuries happened at 4-legs intersection 

which will take account 62% and 64.4% [13]. Only seldom intersection injured accidents 

happened at intersection.   

 

  

Accidents with 

injuries of any 

kind 

Percent 
Accidents with 

fatal/severe injuries 
Percent 

Germany 

All accidents 327984   69 326   

3-legs intersection 49609 15,13% 7655 11,04% 

4-legs intersection 83634 25,50% 14323 20,66% 

Roundabout 2121 0,65% 247 0,36% 

United 

Kingdom 

All accidents 189161   27872   

3-legs intersection 59357 31,38% 8044 28,86% 

4-legs intersection 17577 9,29% 2330 8,36% 

Roundabout 17441 9,22% 1360 4,88% 

Table 13: Total accidents and intersection accidents in Germany and UK [13] 

 

In Sweden, A large proportion of traffic accidents that occur on the Swedish road and street 

networks are at intersections. In 2002, there were 3564 accidents at 3-legs intersections.  

These resulted in 82 fatalities, 730 serious injuries and 2752 minor injuries. For 4-legs 

intersections, 3223 accidents were recorded; these resulted in 57 fatalities, 584 serious and 

2582 minor injuries. For the 435 accidents occurring at roundabouts, there were only 5 

fatalities, 68 serious injuries and 362 minor injuries [19]. The percentages of ITAs in rural and 

urban areas are significant difference, in the rural areas, more than 20% of all injury accidents 

occurred at intersections. In urban areas, about 60% of all injury accidents occurred at 
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intersections [49]. In 2004, about 27% of fatal and fatalities accidents happened at 

intersections. 

 

Severity Serious accidents Fatalities accidents 

Not at intersection 4 4 

Crossroad 90 98 

Level crossing 0 0 

T or Y intersection 0 0 

Other intersection 25 27 

Roundabout 0 0 

Not defined 311 351 

Total 430 480 

% by intersection 26.7% 26.0% 

Table 14: Serious and Fatalities accidents at intersection in Sweden in 2002 [14] 

4.2 Pedestrian and cyclist accidents at intersections 

4.2.1 Frequency of V2P and V2C accidents and vehicle movement 

Both Intersection V2P and V2C accidents can be classified into three types based on the 

movements of the involved motor vehicles: The following Figure indicates these three types 

of accidents. 

1. Accidents between pedestrians (cyclists) and going straight motor vehicles 

2. Accidents between pedestrians (cyclists) and turning left motor vehicles 

3. Accidents between pedestrians (cyclists) and turning right motor vehicles 

 

Figure 12: Classification V2P accidents at intersections [37] 

 

In Toronto from 2002 to 2003, there were total 4775 V2P accidents and 47% of these 

accidents happened at intersection, 37% occurred at unintersections and the rest of accidents 

happened at other areas [34]. The following table shows the number of V2P accidents at 

intersection areas.   
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Vehicle direction V2P Accident type Number  Percentage 

Left turning 

related 

Vehicle turns LEFT while pedestrian crosses with 

right-of-way at intersection 
632 13 % 

Vehicle turns LEFT while pedestrian crosses 

without right-of-way at intersection 
196 4 % 

Right turning 

related 

Vehicle turns RIGHT while pedestrian crosses with 

right-of-way at intersection 
422 9 % 

Vehicle turns RIGHT while pedestrian crosses 

without right-of-way at intersection 
117 2 % 

Going straight 

related 

Vehicle is going STRAIGHT through intersection 

while pedestrian crosses with right-of-way 
232 5 % 

Vehicle is going STRAIGHT through intersection 

while pedestrian crosses without right-of-way 
654 14 % 

Table 15: Statistics of intersection V2P accidents type in Toronto from 2002 to 2003 [34] 

 

Another table shows the intersection V2C accidents frequency in USA. It can be seen that the 

highest frequency of intersection V2C accidents is vehicle left turn related accidents. 

However, if comparison intersection V2C accidents frequency by vehicle direction, it can be 

seen that vehicle going straight is the most hazard for cyclists at intersection.   

Vehicle Direction V2C accident type Fruquency 

Going Straight 

Ride out at intersection 16.8% 

Drive out at intersection 9.3% 

Cyclist unexpected left turn 4.3% 

Left turning Vehicle turn left 5.9% 

Right turning Vehicle turn right 4.7% 

Table 16: Intersection V2C accident type and frequency [38] 

4.2.2 Different types of V2P accidents at intersection 

The following graph will describe how each intersection V2P accidents happened.  

Vehicle is going STRAIGHT through intersection while pedestrian crosses without 

right-of-way (14%) 

 

Figure 13: Going straight V2P accidents at intersection WITHOUT right-of-way [34] 
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This type of accidents happened at intersection areas when vehicle is going straight and 

pedestrian was crossing the road without right-of-way. This type of accidents often is caused 

by pedestrian’s error.  

 

Vehicle turns LEFT while pedestrian crosses with right-of-way at intersection 

(13%) 

  

Figure 14: Left turning V2P accidents at intersection WITH right-of-way [34] 

 

This type of accidents happen at intersection areas when a vehicle is preparing to turning left 

or completed left turn and pedestrian was crossing the intersection with right-of-way. It often 

caused by driver’s error due to the driver didn’t pay attention on pedestrian crossing.  

 

Vehicle turns RIGHT while pedestrian crosses with right-of-way at intersection 

(9%) 

  

Figure 15: Right turning V2P accidents at intersection WITH right-of-way [34] 

 

This type of accidents happen at intersection areas when a vehicle is preparing to turning right 

or completed right turn and pedestrian was crossing the intersection with right-of-way. It 

often caused by driver’s error. The driver may not follow the Stop or Yield rule.  

 

Vehicle is going STRAIGHT through intersection while pedestrian crosses with 

right-of-way (5%) 

  

Figure 16: Going straight V2P accidents at intersection WITH right-of-way [34] 
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This type of accidents happened at intersection areas when vehicle is going straight and 

pedestrian was crossing the road with right-of-way. It often caused by driver’s error due to the 

driver didn’t follow the Stop, Yield or traffic signal rule.  

 

Vehicle turns LEFT while pedestrian crosses without right-of-way at 

Intersection (4%) 

  

Figure 17: Left turning V2P accidents at intersection WITHOUT right-of-way [34] 

 

This type of accidents happen at intersection areas when a vehicle is preparing to turning left 

or completed left turn and pedestrian was crossing without right-of way. It often caused at 

dark time and the driver didn’t see the pedestrian crossing the road. Another factor is that the 

pedestrian didn’t follow the traffic rules.  

 

Vehicle turns RIGHT while pedestrian crosses without right-of-way at 

Intersection (2%) 

  

Figure 18: Right turning V2P accidents at intersection WITHOUT right-of-way [34] 

 

This type of accidents happen at intersection areas when a vehicle is preparing to turning right 

or completed right turn and pedestrian was crossing without right-of way. Some of these 

accidents casued by pedestrian’s error when the pedestrian was crossing at red traffic signal. 

Another reason to cause this type of accident is due to careless driver. The driver didn’t pay 

attention on driving when right turning. 
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4.2.2 Different types of V2C accidents at intersection 

The following graph will describe how each intersection V2C accidents happened. 

Ride out at intersection (16.3%) 

 

Figure 19: Ride out at intersection V2C accident [38] 

 

This type of intersection V2P accidents happen when the cyclist failed to stop and collide with 

a vehicle which is going to cross the intersection. 

 

Drive out at intersection (9.3%) 

 

Figure 20: Drive out at intersection V2C accident [38] 

 

This type of intersection V2C accidents happened as a vehicle was starting to cross the 

intersection and collided with a cyclist which had right-of way to cross. 

 

Unexpected Left Turn (4.3%) 

 

Figure 21: Unexpected Left Turn V2C accident [38] 

 

This type of intersection V2C accidents happened when a cyclist was preparing to turn left but 

didn‟t looking to the rear and collided with a vehicle which is behind him. 
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Vehicle left turns (5.9%) 

 

Figure 22: Vehicle left turn at intersection V2C accident [38] 

 

This type of intersection V2C accidents happened when a vehicle was preparing to turn left 

and collided with a cyclist who is going the same direction.  

 

Vehicle right turns (4.7%) 

 

Figure 23: Vehicle right turn at intersection V2C accident [38] 

 

This type of intersection V2C accidents happened when a vehicle was preparing to turn right 

and collided with a cyclist either in the same direction or in the opposite direction.  

4.3 Traffic control and V2P, V2C accidents 

Both Stop sign and Yield sign are all benefits for safety. However, comparing the Stop signs 

are replaced by Yield signs, the change of accidents rate are quite significant.  The injury 

accident rate can increase by 39% and PDO accident rates can increase by 14%. 

 

By comparing the safety effect on traffic signal, many studies have found that traffic signal is 

a positive factor to reduce traffic accident.  Research has shown that, under the right 

circumstances, the installation of traffic signals will reduce the number and severity of crashes 

[8]. In California (Smith and Vostrez, 1964) the overall change after signalization was a 

decrease of accidents by 39%, in Detroit (Malo, 1967) a decrease of accidents by 47%, 

another studies by Rune and Truls Vaa found that safety effect by traffic signal can be seen by 

following tables that 15% injury accidents can be reduced in 3-legs intersections and 30% 

injury accidents can be reduced in 4-legs intersections. The number of PDO accidents can be 

reduced by 15% in 3-legs intersection and 35% in 4-legs intersection. 
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Accident severity Best estimate 95 % confidence interval 

Traffic signal control at 4-legs intersections 

Injury accidents -30 (-35,-25) 

PDO accidents -35 (-45,-25) 

Table 17: Safety effect on 4-legs traffic signal at intersections [29] 

So, it can be seen yield, signalized and stop intersection have all safety benefit to traffic safety. 

When comparing both V2P and V2C accidents, the traffic control device were compared in 

the following table from New York. The result showed that most of V2P and V2C accidents 

and fatalities occurred at unsignalized intersection, followed by signalized intersection. Fewer 

V2P and V2C accidents occurred at Stop intersections and Yield intersection. 

 

  

Proportion 

V2P accidents V2C accidents 

Accidents Fatalities Accidents Fatalities 

Unsignalized 50% 60% 45% 41% 

Signal 38% 30% 35% 39% 

Stop Sign 5% 2 15% 6% 

Other (Yield) 7% 8% 5% 14% 

Table 18: Traffic Control Distribution about V2P and V2C accidents [40] 

4.4 Summarized  

The following table shows the relationship between V2P and V2C accidents risk level at 

different type control of intersections and different vehicle driving direction. 

 

Intersection V2P accident risk 

  

Signalized  STOP Unsignalized Other (Yield) 

High Low Highest Moderate 

Straight High frequency B D A C 

Left Moderate frequency C E B D 

Right Low frequency D F C E 

Intersection V2C accident risk 

  

Signalized  STOP Unsignalized Other (Yield) 

High Moderate Highest Low 

Straight High frequency B C A D 

Left Moderate frequency C D B E 

Right Low frequency D E C F 

A=Highest  B=High  C=Moderate High  D=Moderate low  E=Low  F=Lowest 

Table 19: Evaluate V2P and V2C accidents risk at different type control of intersections by 

vehicle driving direction 
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It can be seen that the highest risks level for both V2P and V2C accidents are at unsignalized 

intersection when vehicles are going straight. The lowest risk level for V2P accidents are at 

Stop intersection when vehicles are turning right. For V2C accidents, the lowest risk level is 

at Yield intersection when vehicles are turning right. So the least likely to involve V2P and 

V2C accidents is at Priority intersections when vehicle is turning right. 
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5 Influencing factors of V2P and V2C accidents 
In this part, the involved accidents pedestrians and cyclists factors will be mentioned. These 

factors can be categories by four groups.  

 Human factors: such as people age, gender, attitude, reaction and decision time, habit 

and behavior and etc. 

 Traffic factors: such as traffic speed, traffic volume, turning proportion, vehicle types 

and etc. 

 Physical elements factors: Intersection sight distance, intersection location and etc 

 Other factors: such as time factors, climate factors and etc 

5.1 Human factors 

5.1.1 Age 

The V2P accidents statistics in Chicago from 2001 to 2005 showed that young pedestrians age 

from 0 to 30 have the highest risks. That group took account more than 50% of total V2P 

accidents, followed by middle age pedestrians’ age from 31 to 50. V2P accidents rate drop 

down with increasing age beginning with more than 51. The following table shows the 

distribution of pedestrian age in V2P accidents in Chicago from 2001 to 2005. 

 

Pedestrian age 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total 

Less than 10 
735 680 593 484 389 2881 

17.4% 18.0% 17.2% 15.0% 12.2% 16.5% 

10 to 15 
411 427 367 354 369 1928 

10.8% 11.3% 10.7% 11.0% 11.6% 11.1% 

16 to 20 
312 333 336 288 328 1597 

8.2% 8.8% 9.8% 8.9% 10.3% 9.2% 

21 to 25 
279 313 281 308 282 1463 

7.4% 8.3% 8.2% 9.5% 8.8% 8.4% 

26 to 30 
238 290 253 263 253 1297 

6.3% 7.7% 7.4% 8.2% 7.9% 7.4% 

31 to 40 
592 579 484 454 408 2517 

15.6% 15.4% 14.1% 14.1% 12.8% 14.4% 

41 to 50 
512 492 484 474 511 2473 

13.5% 13.0% 14.1% 14.7% 16.0% 14.2% 

51 to 60 
330 328 324 301 339 1622 

8.7% 8.7% 9.4% 9.3% 10.6% 9.3% 

Over than 61 
402 330 316 301 317 1646 

10.1% 8.8% 9.2% 9.3% 9.9% 9.4% 

Table 20: Distribution of pedestrian age in V2P accidents [31] 

 

The V2C accidents data from Toronto showed that young adult cyclists (age 13 to 34) are 

more likely to involve a V2C accident. In addition, the data also found that Teenage cyclists 
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(age 13 to 17) are slightly over-represented. The old cyclists are seldom to involve V2C 

accidents. The following Figure shows the distribution of cyclist age in V2C accidents. 

 

Figure 24: Distribution of cyclist age in V2C accidents [18] 

 

Younger drivers (below 21 and 21-30) accounted for larger numbers of accidents with 

pedestrians. It can be seen from the following table that group took account more than 37%. 

The number begins to drop off when the driver age increased. The old drivers (older than 61) 

only took account about 10% of total number.  

 

Pedestrian age 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total 

Less than 21 

254 255 238 197 181 1125 

9,70% 9,60% 9,90% 8,70% 8% 9,20% 

21 to 25 

368 408 323 326 323 1928 

14% 15,30% 13,40% 14,40% 14,20% 14,30% 

26 to 30 

368 365 343 317 296 1689 

14% 13,70% 14,30% 14% 13% 13,80% 

31 to 40 

591 589 530 513 537 2760 

22,50% 22,10% 22,10% 22,60% 23,60% 22,60% 

41 to 50 

488 453 429 399 397 2166 

18,60% 17% 17,90% 17,60% 17,40% 17,70% 

51 to 60 

292 308 283 276 293 1452 

11,10% 11,60% 11,80% 12,20% 12,90% 11,90% 

Over than 61 

268 282 256 241 260 1297 

10,20% 10,80% 10,70% 10,60% 11% 10,60% 

Table 21: Distribution of driver age in V2P accidents [31] 

In addition, young drivers (20-29) are more likely involve V2C accidents as well. The 

following figure shows that group involved most often –36% of the collisions with bicyclists.  
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Figure 25: Distribution of driver age in V2C accidents [22] 

5.1.2 Gender 

Male pedestrians are more likely to be hit by vehicles. According to the Chicago V2P 

accidents data, more than 57% V2P accidents are involved by male pedestrians [31]. For V2C 

accidents, the result is almost same as V2P accidents.  

    

Gender 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total 

Females 
1559 1675 1518 1506 1398 7656 

39,5% 42,4% 42,6% 45,2% 45,4% 42,8% 

Males 
2391 2271 2042 1822 1683 10209 

60,5% 57,6% 57,4% 54,8% 54,6% 57,2% 

Table 22: Pedestrian gender distribution in V2P accidents [31] 

 

Male pedestrians are more likely to be hit by vehicles as well. The Toronto V2C accidents 

showed in 1998 showed that more than 77% cyclists are male and 23% are female [34].  

5.2 Traffic factors 

5.2.1 Traffic volume 

Traffic volume is a key factor to determine the all kinds of accidents rate. The study shows 

the relationship between traffic volume and accidents can be expressed in the following 

mathematical function: 

N=βQ
b  

   Where: N means the number of accidents 

                Q means the measure of traffic volume, raise to the exponent b 

                β is scaling constant 

 

The coefficient b shows the percentage of change in number of accidents when traffic volume 

changed by 1%. For instance, if b equals to 1 which means the 1% increase in traffic volume 

is associated with 1% increase in the number of traffic accidents. If b is lower than 1 which 

means the 1% increase in traffic volume is associated with less than 1% increase in the 
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number of traffic accidents. If b is higher than 1 which means the 1% increase in traffic 

volume is associated with more than 1% increase in the number of traffic accidents. A sample 

result is presented from Norway which estimated b in different types of accidents.  

 

Effect of vehicle kilometer of travel on  Estimate of b (elasticity) 

Injury accident 0,911 

Car occupants injured  0,962 

Single vehicle injury accidents 0,804 

Bicyclists injured 1,079 

Pedestrians injured 1,109 

Multiple vehicle injury accidents  1,032 

 Table 23: Relationship between accident type and coefficient b [29] 

 

 From the above table, it can be seen that accidents involve multiple accidents or road users 

(pedestrians and bicyclists) increased more than 1% if the traffic volume increase 1%. In ITAs, 

most of them are related in multiple vehicles accidents, pedestrian accidents and bicyclist 

accidents. Therefore, increasing traffic volume is a negative factor of ITAs. 

5.2.2 Speed  

There is no doubt that vehicle speed definitely affects ITAs rate. The Figure shows the effect 

of change in speed at impact on fatality risk as below. High driving speed is more likely to get 

traffic accidents due to the break distance increased proportionally with square of speed. In 

addition, high speed means high Kinetic energy which is determined by square of speed as 

well. Therefore, the accident consequences in high speed are more serious.  

 

The study from Evans (1996) shows the probability of being seriously injured varies by 

changes in speed for drivers with and without seatbelt. It can be seen that it is more likely that 

a serious injury will be avoided than not if the speed is around 70km/h and it is impossible to 

avoid serious injury no matter seatbelt worn or not if speed is higher than 100km/h. 

 

Figure 26: Relationship between speed and probability of serious driver injury [29] 
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Furthermore, at intersection, many pedestrians include vulnerable who want to cross the road. 

So, the raising vehicle speed limit also means increasing pedestrian fatality. For instance, the 

fatality rate for a pedestrian hit by a car at 20 mph is 5 percent. The fatality rate rises to 80 

percent when vehicle speed is increased to 40 mph [20]. The next Figure shows the 

relationship between vehicle speed and pedestrian injury severity. 

 

Figure 27: Vehicle speed and pedestrian injury severity [43] 

5.3 Physical elements factors 

5.3.1 Location 

The rate of ITAs is different between rural areas and urban areas. The intersection accident 

frequency in urban areas is higher than urban areas. The statistics from Wisconsin in 2005 

showed that the average annual intersection crash frequency at the rural intersections in the 

database was 3.58 crashes per year and the average annual intersection crash frequency at the 

urban intersections in the database was 7.87 crashes per year [41]. The explanations of the 

results are higher vehicle, cyclist and pedestrian volume in urban areas than rural areas. 

Meanwhile, the road layout and design in urban areas are more complex than rural areas 

which may confuse drivers especially at high vehicle volume situation. Therefore, the ITAs 

risks are higher in urban areas than rural areas. 

5.3.2 Intersection sight distance 

The buildings, vegetation and curves may reduce intersection sight distance at intersections. 

Intersection sight distance reduction make it more difficult for driving plan for have less time 

to react an emergency situation. Many studies indicated that intersection sight distance can 

affect traffic safety such as Hanna et al. (1976) found that intersections with poor sight 

distance had an accident rate of 1.33 accidents per million entering vehicles, and intersections 

with good sight had an accident rate of 1.13 accidents per million entering vehicles. In 

addition, Mitchell (1972) found that total ITAs were reduced by 67% when intersection sight 

obstructions were removed [36]. 
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Intersection sight triangle is the visibility extension an intersection is the triangular area which 

can make sure a road user to survey the intersection adequately and security. A good 

intersection sight triangle and a poor sight triangle are showed as below. 

                                                           

Figure 28: Comparison the good and poor intersection sight triangle [29] 

 

The result showed that improved intersection sight condition doesn‟t significant reduce both 

injury accidents and PDO accidents. A possible explanation is that most of road users adapt 

their driving behavior to the intersections. They will be more careful when the intersection 

sight distance reduced.   

5.3.3 Angles between roads at intersection 

The angles between roads at intersections can be classifies as three types which are angle less 

90 degree, angle of 90 degrees and angle greater than 90 degrees. 

 

Figure 29: Three types of intersection angle 

 

Several studies indicated that the angle intersection angle between the major street and minor 

street should be as near 90 degree as possible due to other angles have often given rise to 

visibility problems and longer turning radii [11]. 

5.4 Other factors 

5.4.1 Time factors 

Time of day, day of week and month of year are also important factors which can determine 

both V2P and V2C accidents frequency. The following three figures show the relationship 

between time factors and V2P accidents. It can be seen that the V2P accidents frequency are 

high in both morning and evening rush hour. It can be easily explained as most drivers and 

pedestrians are hurry to go to work or go home and at these time periods, the vehicle and 

pedestrian volume are higher than any other time periods.  
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Figure 30: Time of Day Distribution of V2P accidents [34] 

  

According to the figure below, it can be seen that the V2P accidents frequency in weekday are 

much higher than weekend. The reason is some of drivers and pedestrians may stay at home. 

The second reason is that they don‟t need so hurry as weekdays; therefore, the vehicle speed 

is lower in weekends. 

 

Figure 31: Week of Day Distribution of V2P accidents [34] 

 

It can be seen that the frequency of V2P accidents in autumn and winter is higher. That is 

because of the shorter days of sunlight and worse road condition in winter.  

 

Figure 32: Month of Day Distribution of V2P accidents [34] 

 

For V2C accidents, the highest frequency of V2C accidents is at 3 to 6 pm. About 28% of 

V2C accidents happened at this time period. The lowest frequency of V2C accidents is at 

midnight because of very seldom road users on the road at that time period.  
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Figure 32: Time of Day Distribution of V2C accidents [22] 

 

Regarding to the day of the week, more V2C accidents happened on Friday (about 20%), 

followed by Tuesdays (about 18%) and Wednesdays (about 17%). Few V2C accidents 

happened on Sunday (less than 10%) 

 

Figure 33: Time of day distribution of V2C accidents [22] 

 

Regarding to the different month, it can be seen the most of V2C accidents happened on 

October (more than 18%), followed by April with 11%. The trend toward fewer sunlight time, 

the temperature becomes colder and colder in October. The least frequency of V2C accidents 

is at December which can be explained as fewer cyclists are on the road due to snow.  

 

Figure 34: Month distribution of V2C accidents [22] 

5.4.2 Climate factors 

In Chicago from 2001-2005, most of V2P accidents happened at clear weather (83.2%), 

followed by rain (11.7%), snow (3%) and other (2.1%).  The other type of weather only took 
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account about 3%. However, the road is the most often clear which takes account 76, 8%, 

followed by rain (19, 6%) and snow (3, 6%). 

 

Weather 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Total 

Clear 
3297 3321 3007 2763 2816 15205 

83,4% 83,4% 83,9% 81,9% 83,0% 83,2% 

Rain 
510 439 385 429 376 2139 

12,9% 11,0% 10,7% 12,7% 11,1% 11.7% 

Snow 
54 142 97 110 126 539 

1,4% 3,6% 2,7% 3,0% 4,0% 3,0% 

Other 
93 82 94 70 63 372 

2,3% 2,1% 2,6% 2,0% 1,9% 2.1% 

Table 24: V2P accidents by Weather Condition [31] 

 

For V2C accidents, the report from university of Birmingham found that most of cyclist 

accidents happened at clear weather which took about 78% of total accidents and there were 

no cyclist accidents which happened at snow weather. The explanation of no cyclist accidents 

at snow weather is that it may be too hard to ride a bicycle at snow weather, so really seldom 

people might choose cycling as a method of transport. In addition, if people choose cycling as 

a way of transport, they must be very carefully and slowly when riding at snow weather. 

 

Weather Condition   Percentage 

Clear 78% 

Rain   7% 

Snow  0% 

Other   15% 

Table 25: V2C accidents by Weather Condition [45] 

So the ratio of V2C and V2P accidents can be seen by following table. As it can be seen that 

V2P accident frequency in the rain weather are the highest, followed by snow and clear 

weather. For the V2C accidents, the accidents frequencies in the rain weather are highest as 

well, followed by clear and snow.  

 

Weather  Weather ratio % of V2P V2P ratio % of V2C V2C ratio 

Clear 76,8% 83,2% 0,923 78,0% 0,985 

Rain   19,6% 11,7% 1,675 7,0% 2,8 

Snow  3,6% 3,0% 1,2 0,0% 0 

Table 26: V2P and V2C accidents frequencies in different weather conditions 

5.4.3 Lighting 

The main function of street lighting is to help road users to see each other and road obstacle. 

In the urban areas, it is strong recommended to install street lighting due to street lighting can 
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reduce the number of road accidents. The report found that the installation of intersection 

lighting resulted in a 25 to 50 percent reduction in the night time crash rate and a 20 to 30 

percent reduction in the night crash / total crash ratio [39]. Moreover, lighting is very useful 

for older pedestrians, cyclists and drivers at night. The following table shows the safety effect 

of add lighting. 

 

Finding All collisions Nighttime collisions Fatal crashes Injury crashes 

Effect -30% -50% -43% -17% 

Table 27: Safety effect of adding lighting [32] 

 

5.5 Summary of all influencing factors 

The following table shows summarized of all factors which may affect intersection V2P and 

V2C accidents frequency. 
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Factor name Influecing factors V2P/V2C accident risk level 

Human factors 

Pedestrian Age 

6 to 30 High 

31 to 60 Moderate 

Over 61 Low 

Cyclist Age 

15 to 30 High 

31 to 60 Moderate 

Over 61 Low 

Driver Age 

16 to 34 High 

35 to 54 Moderate 

Over 64 Low 

Driver Gender 
Male High 

Famale Low 

Traffic factors 

Vehicle volume 
High  High 

Low Low 

Vehicle speed 
High  High 

Low Low 

Physical elements 

factors 

Location 
Rural Low 

Urban High 

Intersection sight 

distance 

Good Low 

Poor High (Not significant) 

Angles between roads 

at intersection 

Less 90 degrees High 

Equal to 90 degrees  Low 

Greater than 90  High 

Other factors 

Time factors 

Time of Day High in rush hour 

Month of Day Highest in Oct to Dec 

Week of Day  Highest in Friday 

Climate factors 

Rain High 

Snow Low 

Clear Moderate 

Lighting 
With Low 

Without High 

Table 28: Summary each factor for cyclists and pedestrians safety 
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6 Case Study 

6.1 Norrkoping city 

Norrkoping is a city in the province of Östergötland, eastern of Sweden. The passenger car 

density is 427 per 1000 people in the end 2009. The central part of the Norrkoping city center 

is bounded externally by the Norra promenaden, Östra promenaden, Södra promenaden and 

Kungsgatan. 

 

In 2009, there were a total of 311 traffic accidents Norrkoping, including 3 fatalities and 33 

serious accidents. A total of 479 injured persons where the injury rate is unknown [12]. It is 

proven that the intersections and roundabouts are the most hazard locations in Norrkoping. 

The following figure shows the most accident-prone intersections from year 2005 to 2009. 

 

Figure 35: The most hazard intersections in Norrkoping [12] 

 

The hazards locations where have been chosen for RSA are Fenixrondellen (Kungsgatan, 

Södra promenaden and Albrektsvägen) and intersection between Hörngatan-Södra 

promenaden are showed in figure 36.The blue cirlcles pointed them where they are. These 

locations will be showed from ENIRO webpage and real photos respectively.  
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The east and west directions (black line) are Södra promenaden and the north direction and 

south directions (red line) are Albrektsvägen and Kungsgatan. It is an unsignalized 

roundabout. The Norrkoping fire station is located at south direction, the Komvux School is 

located at north direction and the home stadium of IFK Norrkoping football club is located at 

west direction. 

 

Figure 36: Fenixrondellen from the ENIRO webpage  

 

The east and west directions (blue line) are Södra promenaden and the north and south 

direction are (yellow line) are Hörngatan. It is a signalized 4-legs intersection. The 

Norrkoping library and downtown are located at northeast direction. One of the primary bus 

terminals is located at east direction. There are many pedestrian and cyclist whom are 

crossing that intersection every day.   

 

Figure 37: Hörngatan-Södra promenaden from the ENIRO webpage  
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6.2 Data collection 

In order to find the most hazard locations for pedestrians and cyclists in Fenixrondellen 

roundabout and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection at each directions, some data need 

to be collected at peak hour afternoon between 16:30-17:30 which include the average 

pedestrian and cyclist volume, their moving direction, numbers of traffic conflicts and where 

the traffic conflicts happened at Fenixrondellen roundabout and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden 

intersection. The following two figures shows the location of potential traffic conflict points 

between vehicle to pedestrian and vehicle to cyclists at chosen cites and another two tables 

show the result of data collection.  

  

Figure 38: 8 hazard locations at Fenixrondellen roundabout 

Figure 39: 4 hazard locations at Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection 
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Roundabout Pedestrian and Cyclists Data collection at NORTHEAST corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 15 54 23 17 109 

Number of pedestrians 12 19 16 13 60 

V2P conflicts Conflict point A Conflict point B Conflict point C Conflict point D Total 

Number 15 14 7 4 40 

V2C conflicts Conflict point A Conflict point B Conflict point C Conflict point D Total 

Number 23 15 4 5 47 

Roundabout Pedestrian and Cyclists Data collection at NORTHWEST corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 68 8 23 13 112 

Number of pedestrians 29 12 23 3 67 

V2P conflicts Conflict point A Conflict point B Conflict point G Conflict point H Total 

Number 12 9 7 4 32 

V2C conflicts Conflict point A Conflict point B Conflict point G Conflict point H Total 

Number 20 17 7 5 49 

Roundabout Pedestrian and Cyclists Data collection at SOUTHEAST corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 2 6 2 24 34 

Number of pedestrians 2 8 3 8 21 

V2P conflicts Conflict point E Conflict point F Conflict point C Conflict point D Total 

Number 2 1 3 4 10 

V2C conflicts Conflict point E Conflict point F Conflict point C Conflict point D Total 

Number 3 2 4 4 13 

Roundabout Pedestrian and Cyclists Data collection at SOUTHWEST corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 12 2 8 11 33 

Number of pedestrians 13 2 12 8 35 

V2P conflicts Conflict point E Conflict point F Conflict point G Conflict point H Total 

Number 2 2 4 5 13 

V2C conflicts Conflict point E Conflict point F Conflict point G Conflict point H Total 

Number 2 3 3 6 14 

A= Kunsgatan Entrance, B=Kunsgatan Exit, C=Södra promenaden Entrance (E) D=Södra promenaden Exit (E) 

E=Albreksvägen Entrance, F= Albreksvägen Exit, G=Södra promenaden Entrance (W), H=Södra promenaden Exit (W) 

Table 29: Data collection Fenixrondellen roundabout at afternoon peak hour 
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Intersection Pedestrian and Cyclists Data Collection at Northeast corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 16 111 31 6 164 

Number of pedestrians 5 65 45 3 118 

V2P conflicts 
Conflict point A Conflict point B 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 19 4 4 5 23 

V2C Conflicts 
Conflict point A Conflict point B 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 15 3 1 4 23 

Intersection  Pedestrian and Cyclists data Collection at Northwest corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 64 4 9 4 81 

Number of pedestrians 48 2 16 9 75 

V2P conflicts 
Conflict point A Conflict point D 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 15 4 4 0 23 

V2C Conflicts 
Conflict point A Conflict point D 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 13 4 2 0 19 

 Intersection Pedestrian and Cyclists Data Collection at Southeast corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 1 4 5 26 30 

Number of pedestrians 1 6 4 26 37 

V2P conflicts 
Conflict point C Conflict point B 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 0 1 3 4 8 

V2C Conflicts 
Conflict point C Conflict point B 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 0 1 4 3 8 

 Intersection Pedestrian and Cyclists Data Collection at Southwest corner (16:30-17:30)  

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 3 1 5 27 36 

Number of pedestrians 3 3 4 35 45 

V2P conflicts 
Conflict point C Conflict point D 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 4 5 2 0 11 

V2C Conflicts 
Conflict point C Conflict point D 

Total 
Right turning  Left turning Right turning  Left turning 

Number 3 4 3 0 10 
A= North Hörngatan exit, B= East Södra promenaden exit, C=South Hörngatan exit D=West Södra 

promenaden exit 

Table 30: Data collection Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection at afternoon peak hour 
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6.3 Risk Assessment of two hazard locations  

6.3.1 General assessment 

The risk assessment matrix is using a risk score to define each potential risk level. The score 

is calculated by Probability of outcome* Severity of outcome. The following table shows an 

example of risk assessment matrix. 

 

Probability Of 

Outcome 
More than 1 

per year 

(Probable 4) 

Once every 

1-3 years 

(Possible 3) 

Once every 

3-7 years 

(Remote 2) 

Once every 

7-20 years 

(improbable 

1) Severity of Outcome 

Multiple fatal 

(extreme score 4) 
16 12 8 4 

Fatal/Serious (severe 

score 3) 
12 9 6 3 

Minor injury (minor 

score 2) 
8 6 4 2 

Damage only 

(negligible score 1) 
4 3 2 1 

A risk score of 1-3 is Low risk, 4-9 is Medium risk and 12-16 is High risk 

Table 31: Risk assessment matrix [17] 

 

According to the data of cyclists and pedestrian accidents in hazard locations (from 

Norrkoping Kommun, Ulrika Loebjer) from 2006 to 2010, there were 7 pedestrians and 

cyclists accidents (1 serious, 4 minor, 2 unknown) happened in Fenixrondellen roundabout 

during last 5 years which means 1.4 accidents per year, so the score of probability of outcome 

is 4, severity of outcome is 2 and risk value is 8 (pink) which is medium risk level. At 

Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection, there were only 2 pedestrians and cyclists 

accidents(all minor accidents) happen during last 5 years which means 0.4 accidents per year 

sp the so the score of probability of outcome is 3, severity of outcome is 2 and risk value is 6 

(green) which is medium risk level as well. 

6.3.2 Traffic conflicts assessment 

Base on my observation at Fenixrondellen roundabout, all the traffic conflicts are the 

undisturbed passages, when the drivers observe the pedestrians or cyclists whom are going to 

cross the road, the drivers just reduce the speed tenderly and all the drivers will yield to 

pedestrians and cyclists. When the cyclists and pedestrians prepare to cross the road, they will 

stop and look left first, and then decide to cross or wait. Additionally, the drivers, pedestrians 

and cyclists all follow the traffic rules, so the traffic conflicts are almost the undisturbed 

passages. 
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It can be seen from the table 32 that both pedestrian volume and cyclist volume are higher in 

the northeast and north direction. At northeast and northwest direction, most of cyclist will 

cross the Kungsgatan to the other side because of the footpath in the southeast and southwest 

are too narrow and there are no protection rails or median to separate vehicle to pedestrians 

and cyclists. The second reason is that the residential areas are in located at west direction and 

the city centre is at east direction. So most of pedestrians and cyclists chose going to those 

two directions.  

 

For the conflicts between vehicle to pedestrian and vehicle to cyclists, it can be seen that most 

of vehicle to pedestrian and vehicle to cyclist conflict happened at point A and point B. There 

are totally 70 conflicts for pedestrians and cyclists at point A and 55 conflicts for pedestrians 

and cyclists at point A. The least pedestrian and cyclist conflict was at point F, only 8 

conflicts occurred at that place. 

 

Point A is the entrance of the roundabout, many vehicles need to go through this area in enter 

the roundabout, as I have mentioned before, many pedestrians and cyclist cross the point A 

and B to the east and west direction. In addition, point A is an entrance of roundabout, 

according to the roundabout traffic rule, A motorist entering the circular roadway must give 

way to traffic in the roundabout, the long waiting queue often caused by many vehicles are in 

the circulating way. The waiting vehicles might block pedestrians and cyclists to cross the 

Kungsgatan.  

 

Point B is the exit of the roundabout and Kungsgatan is the main street of Norrkoping city and 

it is the most convenience way to the centre station, so many vehicles may cross the point B to 

the Kungsgatan. In addition, there is a signalized intersection which is about 100m away from 

the roundabout; it can cause a long queue when the traffic light is red at Kungsgatan. The 

waiting vehicles might block pedestrians and cyclists to cross the Kungsgatan as well. 

Point F is the exit of the roundabout and it located at Albreksvägen. It is because of the 

Albreksvägen is not main street and the number of vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists are much 

fewer than other streets.  

 

In conclusion, the safest crossing location for both pedestrians and cyclist are at point F and 

point A and point B have the highest potential risks for both pedestrians and cyclists at this 

roundabout. The following figure shows 8 conflict points at this roundabout, the point A and 

B (red) are more likely to involve traffic accidents for both pedestrians and cyclists and point 

F are less likely to involve traffic accidents for both pedestrians and cyclists. The following 

Figure shows the number of traffic conflict at 8 potential conflict points at the roundabout.  
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Figure 40: Summarized number of traffic conflicts at Fenixrondellen roundabout 

    

According to my observation at Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection, there are 8 

potential conflict points at intersection. But the V2P and V2C accidents may only happen at 

only 4 (A, B, C and D) conflict points.  

 

The pedestrians and cyclists volume and number of traffic conflicts are shown as in the 

following table at afternoon peak hour. The result shows that both pedestrians and cyclists 

volumes in the northeast direction are the highest and southeast direction are the lowest. It is 

because the footpath condition in the north direction is much better than in the south. The 

footpath at north direction is wider than south and there is a median between the vehicle and 

footpath. The pedestrians and cyclists may feel safe when walking or riding.  

 

At northeast direction, most pedestrians and cyclists will choose going straight to west. Their 

travelling purpose is mainly going home because of the most of residential areas located at 

west direction. At northwest direction, most pedestrians and cyclists will choose going 

straight to east, their travelling purpose is mainly for going shopping at city centre or reading 

at Norrkoping library. At southeast and southwest direction, most of pedestrians and cyclists 

travelled to north direction. The first reason is that city centre is at north direction. The second 

reason is that the footpath at both southeast and southwest are redesigned and it is not 

convenient for walking especially for cycling.  

 

Because of the volume of pedestrians and cyclists are higher in the northeast and northwest 

direction and most of them will choose going straight, therefore, the number of traffic 

conflicts in point A are the most. The figure 41 summarized the number of V2P, V2C and 

total traffic conflicts at these 4 points. There are 42 V2P and 35 V2C traffic conflicts which 

happened at point A which is much more than other points. 
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In conclusion at intersection, most of V2P and V2C accidents might happen at point A. The 

safest points for pedestrian and cyclist crossing is point D. The reason is that crossing 

facilities are good designed and it is not allowed to vehicle left turning at south of Hörngatan.  

 
Figure 41: Summarized number of traffic conflicts at Hörngatan-Södra promenaden 

intersection 

6.4 Potential safety issues at chosen sites Fenixrondellen roundabout 

6.4.1 Number of lanes 

The following figure shows that there are 2 entry lanes at east direction of Södra promenaden. 

According to the VTI research, there will be more accidents to cyclists if there is more than 

one lane [9]. It means that the cyclists may face extra conflict points with vehicles. As can be 

seen from the following table, the observe number of cyclists accidents are more than twice 

than predicted cyclists accidents. For the single lane roundabout, the observed and predicted 

cyclist accidents are close to each other. In addition, it is hard to determine which vehicle has 

priority to going through the roundabout which may cause vehicle to vehicle accident. 

 

Figure 42: Two entry lanes at east of Södra promenaden entrance 
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No. Of  lanes 1 lane ≥ 2 lanes 

Observed No. Of traffic accidents 28 39 

Injury accidents 24 34 

Fatalities 0 0 

Serious injuries 5 5 

Light injuies 19 29 

Predection No. Of traffic accidents 35,7 19 

Injury accidents 30,2 16 

Fatalities 0,1 0,3 

Serious injuries 9,6 5 

Light injuies 19,5 9,9 

Table 32: Bicycle accidents at single-lane and two-lane roundabouts [9] 

6.4.2 Too little deflection 

The purpose of deflection is to reduce vehicle speed for through direction at a roundabout. 

Good deflection is an important factor of roundabout safety. It can enforce drivers to drive 

slowly when entering or approaching the roundabout, reduce entry-circulate vehicle accidents 

and benefit safety effect for all road users. It can be seen that from the following Figure that 

there is too little deflection at west direction of Södra promenaden. Inadequate deflection on 

approaches will cause in higher approach speeds and this may cause: 

 Failure to give way to vehicles which is already on the roundabout 

 It is more likely to have a rear-end accident when suddenly break 

 Loss of control accidents within the area of the roundabout. 

 Server consequences of V2P and V2C accidents if occurred at southeast of Södra 

promenaden. 

 

Figure 43: Too little deflection on Södra promenaden 

6.4.3 Poor visibility at Kungsgatan 

The design of approach lanes must be such that visibility is sufficient to allow approaching 

vehicles, cyclists or pedestrians to be clearly seen and in adequate time for appropriate 

decisions to be made [21]. But according to the following figure, the drivers can‟t see the 

slipped and central island due to poor vertical problem at North direction of Kunsgatan. In 

that case, the drivers couldn‟t see the slipped island and yield line before they are approaching 
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the roundabout. So the pedestrians and cyclists may be hit the vehicle which has a higher 

speed. In addition, there is no proper warning sign to alert drivers to approaching the 

roundabout and the yield and roundabout signs are blocked by tress. 

    

Figure 44: Poor vertical visibility of roundabout at Kungsgatan 

Figure 45: Yield and Roundabout signs are obscured by leaves at Kungsgatan 

6.4.4 Wide entries  

Entry width is a dominant factor in both the capacity and safety of a roundabout. Wide entry 

widths expose pedestrians to traffic for longer periods and it is therefore desirable to have 

narrower entry widths in urban areas and narrow lanes cause problems for large vehicles, 

especially in combination with tight radii as in continental design practice [21]. Typical entry 

widths for single-lane entrances range from 4.3 to 4.9m [23]. But the single lane entry from 

the eastern Södra Promenaden is about 6.5 meters wide and the one from Kungsgatan is about 

6.3 meters wide. So the entry width is not proper for safety road design. 

 

Figure 46: Wide single-lane entries  

6.4.5 Poorly pedestrian and cyclist crossing facilities  

Pedestrian crossing facilities at roundabout must consider for pedestrian convenience and 

pedestrian safety [29].  

 Convenience: Both pedestrians and cyclists are prefer to the crossing facilities as close 

to the intersection as possible in order to minimum walking or cycling time. If the 
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crossing facilities were too far away from the intersection, they may choose a shorter 

route to cross the intersection which may put them in a great danger. 

 Safety: The crossing distance and crossing location are all important factors for 

pedestrians and cyclist safety. The shorter crossing distance should be minimized to 

reduce exposure of V2P and V2C risks. Crossing facilities should be located at 

distances away from the yield line in order to reduce the possibilities of vehicles will 

be queued at across the cross facilities. So At single-lane roundabouts, the pedestrian 

crossing should be located one vehicle-length (7.5 m [25 ft]) away from the yield line 

[23]. In addition, it is suggested to use detectable warning surface on the crossing 

facilities which can reduce cyclist speed on the crossing areas. 

 

The crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists are all not good designed at this 

roundabout. It often generates a long queue when the incoming vehicles have to give way to 

the vehicles in the roundabout. In that case, the waiting vehicles always stop at zebra crossing 

areas. The following figure shows an example of crossing facility at are all not good designed 

at Albrektsvägen. First, the location of crossing area is too close to the entry point and the 

distance between yield lines and zebra crossing is too close which is less than 2m. It is danger 

for pedestrians and cyclists crossing and not convenient for them as well. The pedestrians and 

cyclists are more likely to be hit by vehicle when vehicle drives at high speed and poor 

weather condition such as snowing, in that case, the brake distance is not longer enough for 

high speed vehicle at snowing condition. Second, pedestrians and cyclists might choose 

another route to cross when the vehicles queuing at crossing area.  

   

Figure 47: Poor location of crossing facilities 

Figure 48: Without speed reduction device on the crossing facility 

6.4.6 Misleading speed sign 

The figure 49 shows that there is a speed limit sign at west direction of Södra promenaden 

which original indicated that the speed is not allow to over 30km/h. However, because of the 

location of speed limit sign is too far away from the roundabout entrance and it might mislead 

drivers are allowed to have more than 30 km/h speed after this speed limit sign. As I have 

already mentioned that the location of crossing facilities are not proper and little deflection on 

the road before, so if drivers drive at higher speed after speed limit sign, the pedestrians and 
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cyclists are in danger especially at east direction of Södra promenaden entrance. Additionally, 

the entering vehicles need to give way to the vehicle in the circulatory roadway, so the 

entering vehicle from west of Södra promenaden may fail to yield because of high speed.  

 

Figure 49: Mislead speed limit sign at west direction of Södra promenaden 

6.5 Recommendations for Fenixrondellen roundabout 

6.5.1 Redesign with proper geometric parameters 

First of all, it is really necessary to redesign this roundabout with proper geometric 

parameters. The new central island should be a little larger than the old one which can expand 

the central island radius. In addition, large central island radius can also improve deflection on 

the road. For the entry lane, one lane is enough for daily traffic demand. After the geometric 

design, there are still some recommendations for this roundabout which may have safety 

benefits for all road users.  

6.5.2 New signs at roundabout with good visibility 

In order to minimum the effect of poor visibility of vertical visibility and poor visibility of  

Yield and Roundabout signs at Kungsgatan, a roundabout warning sign should be installed 

several meter front of the yield line. This sign should not be blocked by trees, leaves and etc. 

It may tell drivers that there is a roundabout close to him/her. The drivers can reduce vehicle 

speed on time. In addition, the directional sign is suggested to place on the centre island, this 

sign indicates the direction to follow in the roundabout. Therefore, the drivers can easily 

know there is a roundabout when they are approaching it even at night. 

   

Figure 50: Directional sign at roundabout 

Figure 51: Roundabout warning sign and yield sign with good visibility 
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6.5.3 Correct location of crossing facilities and detectable treatment devices 

The crossing facilities should be located to a little bit farther away from the entry point; the 

distance between yield lines to crossing area should be a vehicle length (about 8m).  

Furthermore, the detectable treatment devices should be equipped on the cyclist zebra 

crossing areas which can reduce the cyclists speed when enter the roundabout. The examples 

are shown as followed Figures. The benefit of new location of crossing facilities is the 

distance between yield line and zebra crossing wide enough. Therefore, the problem of 

vehicle queuing at zebra crossing can be avoided. The detectable treatment devices on the 

crossing facilities can reduce cyclist speed at traffic island and can help visual impaired 

pedestrians as well. 

   

Figure 52: Correct location of crossing facilities at roundabout [51] 

Figure 53: Detectable treatment devices on zebra crossing [21] 

6.5.4 Install “Stop for pedestrian” sign 

The speed recommendation sign which shows the 30km/h speed limit should be remove from 

the roadside in adjacent to the roundabout. Furthermore, the 30km/h speed limit sign is not 

suitable for future using and maintenance when speed limit will be increase or decrease at this 

roundabout. In order to enhance drivers‟ attitude to give way to pedestrians and cyclists at 

roundabout, some LED warning signs are suggested to install at every roundabout entrances. 

 

Figure 54: “Stop for pedestrian” sign at roundabout entrance 
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 6.6 Safety issues for pedestrians and cyclists at Hörngatan-Södra 

promenaden intersection 

6.6.1 Turning vehicle affect different road users at Hörngatan 

Traffic signal has a safety benefit for all road users. However, the number of turning conflict 

might increase. Nguyen (1987) found that Cross-traffic accidents dropped by 84% while 

right-turn against accidents increased by 52%. 

     

According to the two Figures below, all road users all follow the traffic rules, but there are 

still some traffic conflicts between different road users. Base on my observation, most of 

traffic conflicts between pedestrians (cyclists) and turning vehicles are caused by the bus 

which was turning from the west of Södra promenaden. It seems that the traffic signal only 

reduce the probabilities of  traffic conflicts between straight vehicles and pedestrians 

(cyclists), but increase probabilities of the traffic conflicts between right turning vehicles and 

pedestrians (cyclists). 

   

Figure 55: Conflicts between V2P at Hörngatan 

Figure 56: Conflicts between V2C at Hörngatan 

 

It can be seen that another inappropriate road design is there are two tram lanes and one 

vehicle lane at Hörngatan. The turning lane is shared with tram lane at the north of Hörngatan, 

so when the signals were green and all vehicles can go straight, turn left or right. The next 

Figure shows that left turning vehicles at north of Hörngatan have to stop at tram lane and 

wait to turn left, in that case, the tram has also to stop due to left turning vehicles are using 

tram lane which may lead to huge traffic delay for all vehicles at intersection. 

 

Figure 57: Left turning vehicle affect tram travelling 
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6.6.2 Unsafe pedestrians and cyclists crossing at Hörngatan 

The aim to provide pedestrians and cyclists facilities is to improve them to cross the road 

safety and comfortable. A good-design pedestrians and cyclists crossing facility can also 

improve drivers‟ awareness to drive. At signalized intersections, all crosswalks should be 

marked [33]. 

 

The number of pedestrian accidents will be higher if without crossing facilities. According to 

the STATS19 data (1993-2006), it appears that most pedestrian accidents occur at locations 

where there are no pedestrian crossing- physical facilities [26]. As two following Figures 

show that there were no pedestrian crossing facilities at Hörngatan. Additionally, the traffic 

signals for pedestrians and cyclists are not countdown signals. The countdowns traffic signals 

can provide clear time to pedestrians and cyclist and they can judge to cross the road or stop 

to wait.  

   

Figure 58: Missing crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists at Hörngatan 

6.6.3 Inappropriate vehicle stop line design 

At signalized approaches to intersection, the vehicle stop line can be installed at farther back 

from pedestrians and cyclist crosswalk which can improve pedestrian, cyclist safety and 

improve them visibility. The proper distance between vehicle stop line and crosswalk can 

allow drivers and pedestrians to have a better view angle to each other and it can also give 

drivers a longer time to make an emergency action when it happened. The introduction of the 

markings and sign 10m before the crosswalk increased the distance in advance of the 

crosswalk that motorists yielded to pedestrians and markedly reduced the percentage of motor 

vehicle/pedestrian conflicts [16]. It has the similar safety effect if the distance is between 

15m-25m.   

 

The following four figures show the distance between vehicle stop lines and crosswalk at 4 

directions of intersection. It can be seen that the distance between vehicle stop line and 

crosswalks are good in all directions except north of Hörngatan. The distance is less than 2m 

in the north of Hörngatan. In addition, the pedestrians and cyclists volume are much higher in 

the north direction than other direction. There are about 100 cyclists and 100 pedestrians 
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whom are crossing that area to the city centre or going home at peak hour. Furthermore, 

According to my observation, there are about 10 cyclists and pedestrians whom cross the road 

when the pedestrians and cyclists signal were red. So it is really necessary to remove back the 

vehicle stop line at north of Hörngatan at a proper distance which is about 10m back from 

crosswalk. In that case, the likely and severity of V2P and V2C accidents will be reduced. 

Finally, the visibilities of vehicle stop lines are poor at all directions of intersection especially 

at rain or snow weather. So it is recommended that all the vehicle stop lines should be 

repainted. 

    

    
Figure 59: The distance between vehicle yield line and crossing areas at west, east, south and 

north of Hörngatan, respectively 

6.6.4 Long queue affects all road users 

The Södra promenaden-Drottninggatan, Kristinaplatsen intersection is a signalized 

intersection where locates east 190m away from Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection. 

The Norrkoping bus terminal and library are very close to that intersection. At 

Drottninggatan, only buses can drive at that area and all the buses from Drottninggatan will 

turn right to Södra promenaden. At Kristinaplatsen, the vehicle volumes are much fewer than 

vehicle volumes in Södra promenaden. A long queue will be generated when the traffic signal 

was red at Södra promenaden, the long queue will affect all road users at Hörngatan-Södra 

promenaden intersection. It can be seen from the figure 60 that vehicle queuing at zebra 

crossing which affected both pedestrians and cyclists to cross the intersection. The cyclists 

have to ride out at the cyclist lane due to the sliver vehicle stopped at cyclist lane. So the 

cyclist may be hit by other vehicles. The figure 61 shows that the bus can‟t turn left at 
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intersection because of the red vehicle stopped at Hörngatan where blocked the bus route. In 

that case, all traffic at east Södra promenaden will be delayed and all road users are disturbed. 

All kinds of traffic accidents might happen at disordered traffic condition. 

     

Figure 60: Cyclists ride out their lane at Södra promenaden 

Figure 61: The bus can‟t turn left at intersection at Södra promenaden 

6.6.5 Cycling in pedestrian areas 

Cyclists using the footpath can be seen a threat for pedestrians especially for those with sight 

impairment. According to the report form Traffic Engineer and Control (April 1994), cyclist 

riding on footpath occasionally injure pedestrian around 300 each year and one-third 

pedestrians accidents involved cyclists. Therefore, it is not recommended pedestrians share 

their footpath with cyclist.  

    

However, it is really hard to separate the footpath for pedestrians and cyclists in this 

roundabout at Hörngatan and southeast and southwest corner of Södra promenaden. Because 

if there is no real factors justify the exclusion of cyclists from pedestrian areas and this 

indicated that cycling can be more widely permitted without detriment to pedestrians [24]. So 

it is suggested to paint different signs to enhance visibility which can make cyclists and 

pedestrians know which parts of the lane they can travel on.  

  

Figure 62: Cyclist riding in footpath 
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6.6.6 Intersection angle 

The most preferable two-road intersection angle is 90 degrees, since other angles have often 

given rise to visibility problems and longer turning radii [49]. There are two advantages of 90 

degree intersection angle which are: 

 The shortest crossing distance for all road users such as motor vehicles, cyclists, 

pedestrians and etc.  

 The drivers may have a better intersection sight distance, so the drivers can make a 

proper decision to judge the relative position and speed of approach vehicles.  

 

The minor deviations generally can be acceptable but it has negative effect for large vehicles 

such as trucks turning. However, it is not generally acceptable for large deviations because of 

it may decrease visibility; increase the size of the intersection and therefore increasing 

crossing distances for bicyclists and pedestrians. In addition, a previous study (Helmers et al. 

2004) indicated that old drivers may face extra risks at large deviation of intersection angle. 

Because elders have physical limitations relating to neck and back which may cause visibility 

problem. According to the AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials) Green Book, the minimum of intersection angle is 60 degree and it 

has been accepted and adopted by many highway agencies.  

  

The following Figure shows the intersection angle from google map. It can be seen the 

intersection angle is almost to 90 degree. Therefore, the intersection angle between 

Hörngatan-Södra promenaden is well designed and not necessary to reconstruct.  

 

Figure 63: Well designed intersection angle 
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6.7 Recommendations for Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection 

6.7.1 Redesign the intersection 

According to the observation, most of traffic conflicts between pedestrians (cyclists) and 

turning vehicles happened at north of Hörngatan, therefore, adding turning lanes are 

recommended to construct at Södra promenaden.  In addition, in order to reduce the long 

queue block crosswalk areas at north of Hörngatan, it is suggested to redesign the Hörngatan 

road. The “Original” and “Recommended” traffic signal design and road design at Hörngatan-

Södra promenaden intersection have been shown by following Figures. The different colors 

represent different traffic signal phases.   

 

In figure 64, the blue and green lines represent traffic signal phase 1 and 2, respectively. At 

traffic signal phase 1, the green light was on the Hörngatan, all vehicles at Hörngatan can go 

straight; turn left or right, the pedestrians and cyclists can cross the Södra promenaden. In 

traffic signal phase 2, the green light was on the Södra promenaden, all vehicles at Södra 

promenaden can go straight, turn left and right. So the pedestrians and cyclists might be hit by 

turning vehicles and left turning vehicles may stop at crossing areas which may cause huge 

traffic delay for vehicles behind them.  

 

In the figure 65, the blue, green, purple and, red, represent traffic signal phase 1 to 4. At 

traffic signal phase 1, the traffic signal was only green at north of Hörngatan, the vehicles, 

trams at north of Hörngatan are free to go. At traffic signal phase 2, the traffic signal was only 

green at south of Hörngatan, the vehicles at south of Hörngatan are free to go. Both 

pedestrians and cyclists can cross the Södra promenaden at signal phase 1 and phase 2. At 

traffic signal phase 3, the vehicles at Södra promenaden are free to going straight. The 

pedestrians and cyclists are free to cross the south and north of Hörngatan. At traffic signal 

phase 4, the vehicles at Södra promenaden are free to turning left or right. The pedestrians and 

cyclists are not allowed to cross at anywhere. 

 

Figure 64: Original traffic signal phase and road design at intersection 
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Figure 65: Recommended traffic signal phase and road design at intersection 

 

Compare with recommended traffic signal phase and road design at intersection, there are 

some benefits in the recommended design. First, the traffic conflicts between pedestrians 

(cyclists) and turning vehicles can be significant reduced at Hörngatan especially for north of 

Hörngatan where has a large pedestrian and cyclist volume at peak hour. Second, the left 

turning vehicles at north of Hörngatan will not block tram to cross the intersection when a 

long queue started at , therefore, the traffic delay for tram can be significant reduced at the 

intersection area. However, the disadvantage of recommended design is the traffic delay for 

all road users are longer than before and redesign the road will cost a lot. 

6.7.2 Painting the crossing facilities and using countdowns signals 

The figure 66 indicated that there are no crossing facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, 

therefore, the zebra crossing line should be painted at crossing area. In addition, some old 

pedestrians walk very slowly, so it is suggested to use countdown traffic signals to replace the 

current traffic signals which can provide exact crossing time remaining for both pedestrians 

and cyclists. So they can judge to cross or to wait. 

   

Figure 66: After painting the crossing facilities and using countdowns signals for pedestrians 

and cyclists at Hörngatan 
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6.7.3 Repaint a new Vehicle Stop Line with good visibility 

For inappropriate vehicle stop line at north direction, the line should be removed back 15m to 

the crossing areas so that vehicles remain a safe distance from pedestrians at the zebra 

crossing. In addition, the vehicle stop lines at all directions are not intact. So they all need to 

be repainted. 

6.7.4 Change Södra promenaden-Drottninggatan, Kristinaplatsen intersection type 

In order to reduce huge traffic delay and disorder traffic situation at Hörngatan-Södra 

promenaden intersection, it is strongly recommended to change the signalized traffic control 

to yield sign control at Södra promenaden-Drottninggatan, Kristinaplatsen intersection. The 

vehicle volume at Södra promenaden is much higher than vehicle volume in Drottninggatan, 

and Kristinaplatsen. The vehicle at Drottninggatan, and Kristinaplatsen should give way to the 

vehicles at Södra promenaden. Furthermore, in order to give priority to bus, a bus priority 

sign can be installed at Drottninggatan and Södra promenaden east and west. In that case, all 

the vehicles from Södra promenaden should give way to the buses which come from bus 

terminal.  

 

     

Figure 67: Change traffic signal to yield sign at Kristinaplatsen 

 Figure 68: Change traffic signal to “Give Way to bus” sign at Södra promenaden  

6.7.5 Separate lanes for pedestrians and cyclists  

In order to minimum the conflicts between cyclists and pedestrians, it is strongly 

recommended to separate cyclist lane and pedestrian lanes by different pavements and clear 

median at Hörngatan and southeast and southwest corner of Södra promenaden. Separating 
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cyclists and pedestrian lane by different colors is much better than drawing cyclist and 

pedestrian sign. It is easy for future maintenance and have better visibly at rain and snow 

weather. Furthermore, the left-right pedestrian and cyclist signs are better than the up-down 

pedestrian and cyclist signs, because they can clearly indicate that cyclists should ride at left 

side and pedestrians should walk in the right side. So the cyclists and pedestrians have no 

confusion which lane they should use. 

 

Figure 69: Separate pedestrians and cyclists lane 

6.8 Summarized for case study at chosen sites 

The following table shows a summary of the safety issues and some recommendations at 

chosen sites. 
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Safety Issues and Recommendations at Fenixrondellen roundabout 

Number SAFETY ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 2 entrance lanes Change to 1 entrance lane 

2 Too little deflection 
Rebuild a large centre island to expand the central 

island radius 

3 Poor visibility at Kungsgatan 
Directional sign and roundabout warning sign and 

yield sign with good visibility 

4 Single-lane entrances width Minimum the entrance width 

5 
Poorly pedestrian and cyclist 

crossing facilities  

Correct location of crossing facilities  

Put detectable treatment devices on zebra crossing  

6 
Misleading speed sign at 

entrance 

Install “Stop for pedestrian” sign at roundabout 

entrance 

Safety Issues and Recommendations at Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection 

Number SAFETY ISSUES RECOMMENDATIONS 

1 
Turning vehicle affect different 

road users at Hörngatan 
Redesign the this intersection 

2 
Unsafe pedestrians and cyclists 

crossing at Hörngatan 

Painting the crossing facilities  

Using countdowns signals for pedestrians and cyclists 

3 
Inappropriate vehicle stop line 

design 

Remove back 15m to crossing areas at north of 

Hörngatan 

Repainted for good visibility 

4 Long queue affects all road users 

Change traffic signal to yield sign at Kristinaplatsen 

Change traffic signal to “Give Way to bus” sign at 

Södra promenaden 

5 Intersection angle Good and DO not change 

6 Cycling in pedestrian areas 
Clear logos, median to separate lane for cyclists and 

pedestrians 

Table 33: Summarized for case study 
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7 Conclusion and further study 
Pedestrian and cyclist safety is a serious issue all over the world. In order to achieve a safer 

circumstance for pedestrians and cyclists, well and safety road designs are very necessary. In 

addition, education, enforcement, public awareness can be seen another way to improve 

pedestrians and cyclist safety such as let drivers know pedestrians and cyclist behavior in 

traffic. 

 

In this paper, a case study will be analysis in Norrkoping city which site safety problems of 

the Fenixrondellen and Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection has been discussed base on 

my own checklist. It has pointed out some potential dangers existing in this hazards location 

for pedestrians and cyclists. The recommendations have been given in order to solve these 

proposed safety risks. The significance of RSA for helping on improving the safety of the 

existing road has been realized after this work. In order to reduce the possibilities of conflicts 

between vehicle to pedestrians and cyclists, some suggestions have significant benefits effect 

on both pedestrians and cyclist: 

 

 Traffic volume reduction: Heavy traffic flows are a major deterrent to walking and 

cycling. So it is suggested that large vehicles (e.g. heavy trucks) are not allow to drive 

on busy road at peak hour. In order to reduce private vehicle volume on the road, a 

suggestion is given. For instance, the last number of license plate 1 and 6 are not 

allowed to drive on Monday, 2 and 7 are not allowed on Tuesday, 3 and 8 are not 

allows on Wednesday, 4 and 9 are not allowed on Thursday and 5 and 0 are not 

allowed on Friday.  

 Traffic calming measures: Traffic calming can reduce vehicle speed. So low speed can 

make drivers have more time to react at emergency situation, even if the traffic 

accidents happen, the consequence of accidents will not be severity. 

 Maintenance: All the road markings, signs should have better visibility. In addition, 

street lighting should be operated very well at nighttime. 

 

The author started this work at April and finished at October, it is not possible to observe and 

collect data at winter. So for the future work, it is necessary to analysis how snow affect 

pedestrians and cyclists safety at these tow hazard intersection because of Sweden has a long 

time period in winter.  
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Appendix A: Checklist 
Intersection (Roundabout) Checklist 

A Road design Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

 Avaliable for large 

vehicles turning 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Necessary to expand the turning radius for buses 

at Hörngatan 
  

Adequate overtaking 

opportunities provided 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No overtaking lanes   

Numbers of vehicle 

lanes 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Two entrance lanes at south of Hörngatan are 

hard to survey, see reference 50, P48 

Two entrance lanes at east of Södra 

promenaden is danger for cyclists, see 

reference 9 

 Vehicle lane width Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
Vehicle lane width is 3m at north of Hörngatan, 

should be at least 3.5m, see reference 50, P48 

Vehicle lane width are all dider than 4m which 

is good design, see reference 50, P48 

Road pavement marking Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad Unclear road pavement markings Unclear road pavement markings 

 Emergency vehicles 

lane 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No emergency vehicle lane No emergency vehicle lane 

 Unnessary road 

pavement marking   
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   

Not necessary to install Yield sign with traffic 

signals 

 Road easy for future 

maintenance  
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   

The speed limit sign should be changed at west 

direction and close to roundabout 

B Lighting Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Lighting enough at 

intersection 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

 Vehicles easy be seen 

by other vehicles 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

All lighting operating 

satisfactorily 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     
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C Public transport Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

 Public transport 

crossing the intersection 

safety 

Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No special traffic signals for public transport No special traffic signals for public transport 

 Public transport stops 

location 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   

Poor bus stop location which may cause traffic 

delay at Kungsgatan 

Public transport design Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No special road for public transport No special road for public transport 

Special traffic sign for 

public transport 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Only one sign for public transport at west 

direction and poor veisbility 
No signs for public transport 

 Visibility of public 

transport stops 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   

 Hard to see at nighttime due to without 

reflected board and shelter 

D Traffic signal  Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

 Visibility of traffic 

signal 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Good pedestrians and vehicles signal,but cyclist 

signals need to improve 
No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 

 Traffic signals operate 

proper 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad Red abd yellow light operated at same time  No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 

 Traffic signal for all 

users 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No traffic signal for public transport No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 

Signal effective for all 

likely conditions (rain, 

night and etc) 

Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 

Traffic signal 

illumination 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 

 Traffic signal for left 

turning 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No left turning signals for vehicles No commnets due to unsignalized roundabout 
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E  Traffic signs Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Unnecessary traffic 

signs 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Not necessary to use Yield sign with traffic 

signal together 
  

Visibility of traffic signs Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
Most of them are good, but poor visibility at 

south and west direction 

Most of them are good, but trees and branches 

block visibility at Kungsgatan 

Signs in good condition 

and free of graffiti for 

all users 

Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   No cyclists signs at Albrektsvägen 

 Board indicate special 

places such as airport 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Only one board at Hörngatan, should install 

another one at Södra promenaden  

Only one borad indicated special place but poor 

visibility caused by trees 

Signs indicate road 

name 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   The signs are too small to see espcially at night 

Signs for cyclists and 

pedestrians 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

F Parking areas Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Parking areas safety Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   
Vehicles have to use and cross the pedestrian 

lane to arrive parkings 

Parking areas affect 

other vehicle movement 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

 Parking areas obstacle 

the VRUs 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

 Signs for parking areas Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad Parking signs are not located at roadside 
Parking signs are not located at roadside and 

poor veisbility caused by trees 

Cyclist parking Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     
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G Public Facalities Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Gullies at the pedestrian 

crosswalks 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Some gullies are located at crossing areas in 

Hörngatan. 

A gully at crossing areas which is located at 

east direction of Södra promenaden  

Unprotected trees Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

Unprotected bars Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad   
A pedestrian sign and a pole is dangerous for 

cyclists safety at at east direction 

Intersction sight distance Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
The flowers at north east corner might block 

dirvers' intersection sight distance 
  

H Pedestrian facalities Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Visibilit of zerba 

crossing 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No zebra crossing at Hörngatan 

Zebra crossings need to be repainted in all 

direction 

 Ramp at crosswalks Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

Lanes separated between 

cyclists and pedestrians 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Lanes don't separate for cyclists and pedestrians 

at Södra promenaden  

Lanes don't separate or hard to see separate 

lane 

Crosswalks for 

disabilities such as blind 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad No special design for disabilities No special design for disabilities 

Traffic island for 

pedestrians 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

Tactile paving for 

visually impaired 

pedestrians 

Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
No tactile paving for visually impaired 

pedestrians 

No tactile paving for visually impaired 

pedestrians 

Completed traffic island  Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     
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I Cyclist facalities Intersection evaluation Roundabout evalaution Intersection Commnets Roundabout Commnets 

  

Visibility of cycleway Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
Visibility of cycleway only south direction 

is clear 
Very hard to see cycleway in all directions 

 Cycleways continuity  Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
Construction site blocked the cycleway at 

northwest, southeast direction,  
  

 Obstacles at crossing 

areas 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

Some gullies are located at cyclists crossing 

areas 

A bar is near to cyclists crossing areas in east 

direction 

 Cycleway width Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 

The cycleway width at southeast and 

southwest is about 2m, should be wider, see 

reference 51 

Cycleway width at Albrektsvägen are only 

2m which are too narrow, see reference 51 

Completed traffic island 

for cyclists 
Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad     

 Road surface of a 

suitable quality for 

cycling 

Good Normal Bad Good Normal Bad 
Lots of branches at north direction at 

cycleway 
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Appendix B: Data collection at intersections 

1 Data collection at Fenixrondellen 

 

  Roundabout Northwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 8.29 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 75 9 24 18 126 

Number of pedestrians 27 15 17 3 62 

  Roundabout Northwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 8.31 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 62 6 21 8 97 

Number of pedestrians 30 9 28 2 69 

 

Roundabout Northeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 8.30 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 12 50 26 15 103 

Number of pedestrians 10 25 15 16 66 

Roundabout Northeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.1 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 17 51 20 8 96 

Number of pedestrians 13 33 17 19 82 

 

Roundabout Southeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.2 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 1 4 1 30 36 

Number of pedestrians 2 6 4 8 20 

Roundabout Southeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.5 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 1 7 1 18 27 

Number of pedestrians 0 9 2 7 18 

 

Roundabout Southwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.2 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 8 1 10 10 29 

Number of pedestrians 12 1 16 5 34 

Roundabout Southwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.5 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 15 2 6 12 35 

Number of pedestrians 13 3 8 11 35 
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Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Northeast corner (16:30-17:30) 9.15 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 21 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 12 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 8 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 3 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 16 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 18 

Number of conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 5 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 6 

Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Northeast corner (16:30-17:30) 9.17 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 25 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 17 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 6 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 4 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 14 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 10 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 3 

 

Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Northwest corner (16:30-17:30) 9.6 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 18 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 15 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 8 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 4 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 14 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 10 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 8 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 3 

Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Northwest corner (16:30-17:30) 9.7 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 21 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 19 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 5 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 5 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan entrance 10 

Number of  conflicts at Kunsgatan exit 7 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 5 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 5 
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Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Southeast corner (16:30-17:30) 9.8 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 1 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 4 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 6 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 1 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 4 

Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Southeast corner (16:30-17:30) 9.22 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 4 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 3 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 3 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 2 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 1 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 4 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 4 

 

Roundabout  V2C and V2P conflicts at Southwest corner (16:30-17:30) 9.8 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 1 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 2 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 5 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 6 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 3 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 3 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 4 

Roundabout V2C and V2P conflicts at Southwest corner (16:30-17:30) 9.22 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 3 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 4 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 1 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 5 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen entrance 2 

Number of  conflicts at Albrektsvägen exit 1 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden entrance 5 

Number of  conflicts at east Södra promenaden exit 6 
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2 Data collection at Hörngatan-Södra promenaden intersection 

 

Intersection Northwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.9 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 68 1 5 3 77 

Number of pedestrians 38 2 21 14 75 

Intersection Northwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.13 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 60 6 12 4 82 

Number of pedestrians 58 2 12 4 76 

 

Intersection Northeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.12 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 12 102 34 5 153 

Number of pedestrians 5 72 39 3 119 

Intersection Northeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.14 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 20 120 27 6 173 

Number of pedestrians 5 57 51 2 115 

 

Intersection Southeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.21 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 0 1 2 20 23 

Number of pedestrians 1 4 4 25 34 

Intersection Southeast corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.30 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 1 6 8 32 47 

Number of pedestrians 1 7 4 27 39 

 

Intersection Southwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.21 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 5 2 7 29 29 

Number of pedestrians 5 4 5 36 50 

Intersection Southwest corner flow (16:30-17:30) 9.30 

  East West South North Total 

Number of cyclists 1 0 3 25 29 

Number of pedestrians 0 1 2 34 37 
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Intersection Northeast corner conflicts 9.16 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 14 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 4 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 12 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 3 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 1 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 3 

Intersection Northeast corner conflicts 9.19 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 9 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 3 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 5 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 8 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 2 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 1 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

 

Intersection Northwest corner conflicts 9.20 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 14 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 4 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 12 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 3 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 1 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 3 

Intersection Northwest corner conflicts 9.23 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 14 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 5 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 6 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 13 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 5 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 3 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 7 
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Intersection Southeast corner conflicts 9.26 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 1 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 5 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 3 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 3 

Intersection Southeast corner conflicts 9.27 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 0 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 1 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

 

Intersection Southwest corner conflicts 9.26 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 5 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 3 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 0 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 5 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 4 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 0 

Intersection Southwest corner conflicts 9.27 

Number of V2P conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 3 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 7 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 1 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 0 

Number of V2C conflicts 

Number of right turning conflicts at Hörngatan 4 

Number of left turning conflicts at Hörngatan 2 

Number of right turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 2 

Number of left turning conflicts at Södra promenaden 0 

 


